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6' 4)
The opportunity to restudy the curriculum and to assess it in furls of. the

, .

needs and interests of the 'Students of today is the most. significant aspectof any

year-round plan of school reorganization.

During 1971-72, teachers and `supervisors have studied evaluated, and finally,
,

.o
H rewritten courses into sixty-day...,units of worlejn all rewriting, emphasis has been

placed on relevaride tothe needs and interests of the students. "

..1
Preliminary units of work have been tested and evaluated in the classroom in

order to establish effective:guidelines for the development of Ite new courses.

Evaluation and 'revision Of th se new ,courses will crontinue 'during the implemen-
,

taiion of the EleCtive Quarter. an.

0

Richard Vanikose
Superintendent
Jefferson Counts Public Schools

'
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ENGLISH 391, 392, AND 393ADVANC PROGRAM
,MAN LEARNS TO COMMUNICATE HIS IDEAS

INTROI)UCTION

i

the ,,.11 "JIM of this course sequence is to enable the stLidept to 'understand 'language as a
disciplin ry field which has vast implications. in the life of . As the student pursues the theme,
/Maw Lea ns to Communicate. Ills Ideas; he has opportuni le' to appraise both the scientific and
aesthetic 1;icets of ranguage and to view the specific and = etal interactions between language and
civiliiitilin '°

tic pr.( gram enhances, enriches, and deepens the thought processes set in action by the ninth grade
theme, !Man's Power witli Words. The units extend the student's understandings in the areas of
granirwir'and mechanics, composition and rhetoric, -and vocabulary and spelling, and project the
linguis is approach to the histoiy of the language, begun in the ninth grade, with a practical,
modern-day application of semantics. Within the courses, specific units emphasize the areas of
larigii44!.e, literature, and composition; however, a thorough reading of the entire course reveals the
diffeq!nt interrelationships of these basic areas.

Ibis course eliminates material from previous curriculum guides that is no longer relevant to the
'rite gists and abilities of today's students. It retains former selections and adds new ones only, as
the augment the theme of this course..

1



English 391

Advance ProgramEnglish 391,.392, and 393

COURSE TOPICS AND MATERIALS

Grammar: Senjur English Review Exercises (pages 39-62)
Composition: A Composition Practice Book (pages 35.46)
Sumacs: Language in Thought and Action (chapters 1-9)
Modern' Pi:ose Style; Essays for Modern Yoittli (units 1-8)
Greek Drama: The Medea

English 392

Grammar: Senior English Reuiew Exercises ,(pages 63-93, 106-112)
Composition: A Composition Practice _Book (pages 47-82; essays 1-4)

Semantics: Language in. Thought and Action (chapters 10-17)
Modern Prose- Style: Essays for Modern Youth (units 9-19) .
Literature: The. Prince k

Elizabethan Drama: The Merchant of Venice
Poetry: Sound and Sense: An Introduction tb Poetry

English 393

Composition: A Composition Practice Book (pages 83-106;.essays 5-9)

Essay: The Essays of Counsels Civil and Moral of Francis Bacon

Novel: A Separate Peace
Drama: A Man for All Seasons

Our Town,
Poefry: Soundand Sense: An Introduction to'Poetry (chapters 5-10)

t
Hyf

,
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Course, Description

ENGLISH'391--ADVANCE PROGRAM
MAN LEARNS TO COMMUNICATE HIS IDEAS,

, .

English 391 'aids the student in the recognition and, use of acceptable gramMar techniques
through a Concentrated study of the most common errors committed in the English languaie;,,
it further aids him in developing effective writing skills with emphasis on form, style of
expression; and logical development in paragraphs and multi-paragraphs. The student studies
the functions of language, emphasizing the power of language to express mans thoughts and
influence his behavior. Through a study of selected short modern essays, the student becomes
acquainted with various types of essays, methods of development, and the significance of the
essay as a method of communication, An introduction to the early drama, concentrating on
the Greek tragedy, helps to make him aware of drama as a uniclue method of communicating
ideas.

Prerequisite

Eligibility for Advance Program and/or teacher recommendation

Suggested Time Schedule

Concentration on Grammar:
Senior English Review"Exercises (pages 39-62) 3 weeks

Concentration on Composition:,
A Composition Practice Book (pages 35-46)

Semantics:
Language in Thought and Action (chapters 1-9)

.
M odern Prose Style:
Essays for Modern Youth (units 1-8)

Greek Drama:
The Medea

2 WeQICS-

2 weeks
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General Objectives

Understands the power of language to influeme man's thoughts and behaviin.

Demonstrates compositional potential in the communication of ideas,

Performs writing skills hicorrelation with the hinature being studied

Advance ProgramEnglish 391

Translates effective and unique ways of 'communicating ideas and .attitude through. the .

language, style, and technique,pf the essay, drama.; novelriorifiction,..dria poetry,
. Ti.,:

Behavioral Objectives,

A

. .6 :Given representative practice exercises in Senior English Review Exercises, the sludent will
',. identify and correct- the fifteen most common errors committed in the English language. ..

11

Using the selection in A Composition Practice gandbook entitled "How to Write an'Essay,"
the student will vvriteaparagraphs and multi-paragrapfis demonstrating correctness of form,
style of expresSion, and logical development according to the criteria given.

Using criteria for compositional skills given in,A Composition Practice Handbook and models
in Essays for Modern Youth, the student will write a compoSition of at least three paragraphs
de7veloping a selected topic,

/

Using Language in Thought and Action; the, student will develop a:multi-paragraph theme from
the topic sentence; "Language does not rule man; man controlS language:" citing at least tine
illustrations of language being, used to express man's thought and,infillence hisbehavior.

After studying,4k&s for Mo outh, the student will define the essay form, deli eating
the charactex-Ntics of the essa distinguishOt from other literary forms, and cites hree or
more exAfnples of essays fro a e ryday. reading (ex., newspaper or magazin' articles,
advertiOnients),

ern
whi

z' Afte,r studying Essays for Modern Youth, The student will define six types or c asses of essays
(i.e., ''personal or.familiar, philosophic, character sketch, descriptive, editori 1, and critical),
briefly explaining a method for developing each type iof essay; and then the st dent will write

,

at least one essay o,f each type correlated with the literature selections studied. -- .

_After studying Me; illedea, the student. will ;( ) describe theeharacteristi6,. style, te hniques,
and staginjLot early Greek .drama and (2) write ati essay explaining tliefnrictions of dr 'ma as a
distinetiAt and highly dfftietive/ntedium for th.,.comniunicatiOn-- ideias and emotiot:t, using
illustrations front. The Medea. 1

(



Advance ProgramEnglish 391

Behavioral Obje,ctive

Givo repre.sentative practice exercises oin Senior English Review Exercises, the !student will
identify and correct the fifteen most common errors committed in the English lan uage..

TeXtbook

I .

li\fc,00d, Earl F. Seilior English Review Exercises, (pp. 39 -62).

-

Other Source

Warriner, John E. English Grammar and Composition,

Background Study

Review grammatical terminology an defirtd'any terms students do not clearly understand.
A .

Air essential thing to remember about language is that it 'is a toollanguage does not rule man;
/ man controls- langua4e, As tool, language offers the user an opportunity to convey his

thoughts according to hi skill and purpose, Since there is not just one right way to convey
thoughts, the task of tire student is to find tir mone way among the many to make; his
communication most ,e t"ective. Adhering strictly./-to one set of rules cannot be the:goal of the

. student writer, 'for eptions to prescribed rules are numerous; however, as he follows the
conventions of hiss iguage's usage, a student's confidence in his ability to communicate will
increase:

Ideas' for.Do;Ve opment of the Study oftotriiiirn Errors in Language Usage

Fifteen oft e.most common errors in the convention of language usage are presented. Practice
,,..exercises fiollo a brief explanation of each error.,

.
:Lack of patinelism

7 / '
Ideas of equal importance merit ec

;
al, bala iced, or parallel structure. Sentences involving

equal or coordinate elements no arallel are not grammatical, Parallelism is involved in
any 'sentence having qual idea co mected by coordinate elements. Equal idea's may be
presented in simple pt rallel structu i in more-Complex ones. The forms presenting the
equal ideas may be iv( rds, phrases; r clauseiging nouns or pronouns, parallelism may
be c;haracterized !)y a specific case, 'number, or person; using verbs, the parallolism in0
relate to tense, voice, or mood. The coordinating conjunctions most frequently used to
connect the equal ideas are and, but, or, nor, and for,

9



Advance ProgramEnglish 391

In formal writing, each part of a parallel structure must pair with and be identical to the
corresponding part of the other parallel structures. There is a trend in less formal writing,
however, to parallel pr balance ideas less rigidly.

o

F. Van Wyck Mason was my history Uiacher who wrote historical novels and who was
always interesting: (Theparallel structures in bold-faced typeire both relative (, ses'hut
are different in inner or deep structure.)

F. Van Wyck Mason Wasiniy history teacher who wrote historical novels and who taught
-interesting classes. (This is parallel at the formal level. Both relative clauses are-balanced
in <pattern form of a past tense verb followed by'direct objects in plural voice. Replacing
interesting with a determiner ending in -al would increase the formality.)

ifinitive-gerund:

Nonparallel:,
Parallel:
Parallel:

Nonpar'allel:
Parallel:
Parallel:

Nonparallel:

Parallel:

Parallel:

Examples

Marilyn likes sw irmni.;1'g and to sew.
!Marilyn likes swimming and sewing.
Marilyn likes to swim and to sew.

To read and writing are his ficrofite
,Reading and writing are, his favorite activities.
To read and to write are his favorite activities.

Leaving the small provincial village and to get to New York were David's,
goals.
Leaving.the small provincial village and finding someone to help him .

get to New York were David's goals.
To leaye,the small provincial village and to get to New York were
David's goals. .

Suggested Exercises fOr Student Practice

1. To breathe, to listen, and relaxing were the pleaSures Hugh 'was seeking.
Wanting to go, going, and to fly by jet were the chief problei* Spiro considered.
$hane was reluctant about revealing his past, about getting involved in a gunfight, and
to make friends.
Fred was hesitant about sailing, to swim, or scuba diving.
Jody liked playing withthiS fawn and to go hunting with his father.4
Ace liked-to play electronic music and switching to the drums.

2.
3.

4.

.6.



Advance ProgramEnglish 391

hra:ie-clause: If one 'elpient Of Alio parallelism has a clause, then so must the other. Be.
.arefuliO check for sub), cts and 'predicates. If the beginning element is a phrase of any

type; then the other must lie, too.

Nonparallel:

Parallel:,

Parallel:

Examples

-Hof knOws Shakespeare because of Bob's English ancestors and beCausellob
wet t to Oxford. (phrase and-clause) °
Bo knows ShakeSpeare because of Bob's English ancestors and because

Bob's Oxfo a education. (pitpositional phrases)
oh kno iakespeare because-Bob has:English ancestors and because e.17.471"44.

Bob w to Oxford.. (two clauses)

N-4onparallgl:

Parallel:

Parallel:

Because of his determination and bc. ause he was enthusiastic, Harry Houdini
became the 'world's.greatest escape artist. (phrase and clause) '
Becatise of his determination,and because of his entlinsiasm
HarryHoudini became the world'S,greatest escape artist. (twit phrases)
Because he was deterinined and because he was enthusiastic,
Harry 'Houdini became.the world's. greatest escape ttttist, (tA- clauses)

Suggq.. ed/Exercises for Student PractiCe

I _Mary begged. Chester for his-book and to bring it to her class the fifth peribd.
2. Does the teacher ask who isl'inporamt and aVut the latest news ?. t
3. The pilot told the stewardess to check the radio orshe should calikthe'Passengers.
4. Jack LondOn had thought whether he shoul continue writing-adventure stones or to

stop altogether.
5. Beth dreamed that she could dance and p ay. the harp
6. We saw a movie bases on a novel by'lCatherine POrter 'Which was .thysterkus and to be

about a ship. ".

Misplaced correlateves: In Part I, conjunctions -(words that join equal, elements) were
listed. When conjunctions are used in pairs, they are called correlative 'conjiinctions (e.g.,.
either .. . . or, both . wed, neither .. nor, not only . . . hut, and not only .'but also)'.
Each member of the correlative 'con juction pair must be followed W, the ,same
structured element.

EXaMples
.-

Non arallq1:- Jim either was a genius or-a madinah.
Parallel: Jim was either of genius or a madman.

Nonparallel: A borrower neii,her be nor a lender.
Parallel: ° Neither a borrower nor a lender 'be.

o
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Suggested 'cities for Student Practice

1, Nol only could Mi'pi be powerful but he could also be ineffective.
2. Neither bad Jack Londowthe time inn the personality for quiet living.
3. ° Not only is skill in surgery required but 1st) ability in public relations.

The students both studied in the library 411
The homesteaderOoth farmed in. the: West an
homesteads,

on the campus:
a ,ainq the cattle barons guarded their

4

(Inneeessary shift in person, teak, and yoke:. Itk 'n;b11, VOiCe have boon

Cfi.initiated in asontencei the writer Must not shift to diM

Examples

Nonparallel: A. person Ought to go to, college, and then you should do you
there. (shifting from third to SCCOrkid person)

tooA person shou41 o to 11 ;e, and; he shotild do his beSt while
ther

Parallel:

Nonp'arallel: , As Shane was standing at the saloon bar, along comes this cowb4 Ind starts
a fight with him. (shifting from past to preSent tense)

-Parallel: ' As Shane stood at the 54loon bar along came 'a cowboy and
started a fight with him.

'Nonparallel: If,y40,1 painted that picture, great deal of paint was used.' (shifting.
from active to passive voice)/

Paralfet . If you painted tharpicture, you used a great deal of pdi

1

2.

Suggested Exercises for Student Practice.
. .

Roy realizecylie had bc.ele' negligent-as-he was sitting around all day 'doing nothing.
My mother is lessthan five feet tall; arid she' was always the shortest person in her
class. ,

3. Nobody should tell their friends everything.
4. Qayle was shouting, "Bravorand she was cheered, too.
5. The snake from the, swamps swallowed the Eggs, and they were foun,d in theft' stomachs.

19npropr soles: Two or more eqtial idea_ Must be expressed in identital structure
u

. , .
patterns.

Examples

rallel: °sir Thomas More was loyal, devout, arid always did the riglit thing..
arallel: Sir ThoWas More was.loyal, devout, and moral.

Nonparallel: Sandra liked dpples; oranges, and-sipping eider.
Parallel: Sandra'liked apples, oranges,. and cider.



Suggested Exercises for Student Practice.

,Sta'rrett decided to stay on his farm, to hell:Otis neighbors, and be unafraid of t
cattle harons, .

Roger admitted that he was,flippia, insolent to his peers, and had been heading for
troubt 'ince early mozning. 6

(1.

"

Jody ed the fawn;spoke to it, arid was soon. carryIng it home. '
4t.

A teacher in Jefjferson'County to be ceftified, vaccinated, arid hg-ipc,a
rculin test.. 8

The Advance\Progfam teaches a unit on the Pawnees, the Blackfoot, or ;whatever tlie
units suggest , b -''

4 N

Incorrect case of nouns or'pronouns

Beformi gerund: in formal ,writing, automatically use4othe genitive or possessive case
before a g nd, In instances Where the situation is permanent or when the gerund is the

t- , ,
subject, use the" genitive. , -. - , e .

0 Wrong: Gene loved to listen, to Joan Stt,therlind singing. 0.

-Right Gene 1pved to listen to, Joan Sutherland's singing.
, ,

,-, ,
- -, 4 .1 .. .. - ),

Wrong: DaniloSa dancing saved the, ballet
ght Danilova's dan sayed the ballet.

Suggested Exercises foi Studeht Practice

I liked WIdtinan Writing on immortality.
'Aretha singing' was inspired. .

. , Her fAller.ofijectedto*Candice dating the hippie.
. 4. Sir ThomassMore refusing to: yield =baffled Hen VIII,.

5.. l4r:- Cassell refusing the promotion was a great s rprise.



Predicate prohnoun after a finite verb: The pronoun in such situations will be in the

Advance PrograinEnglish 391

nominative case:

Wrong: The thief was him:
Rights The thief was be.

Examples

Wrong: The winner should have been her.
Right: The ,winner should have been she, 1.!

Suggested Exercises forStudent Practice

I. transfer, if I were him, tb Advance Program English.
2, It was us who removed the litter from the, park area.°
3: The man standing by the Brown's door is him.
4. That woman is.heilkolding onto the flag in Hair.;
5. , It was me in the library, conferring with the Media Center librarian.

Subject of an infinitive: The subject..of ah infinitive is in the objective case.

ExaMples
a

-Wrong: She taught he to skate professionally,fOr Grenoble's events;
Right: She taught him to skateprofessionally ,Grenoble's events.

Wrong: They named I to be `chairman Of the students' group.
Ikightr, They named me to be chairinan of the students' group.

CZ, a

Suggested Exercises for. Student Practice

1. Plon't have she to cOmplain to
2.1' The principal,asked we to-study lifider:
3. 111r,, Ochsner kn'eir she to be The best runner in the 44,0 relay,.
4. The group chose he to be the representative from our homeroom.

'5. Coach Como selected they to start the game.

-24
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" - 'Advance ProgramEnglish 391
,

Prediecite prOinoun after an inrinitZve: The predicat\e pronOun after an infinitive is in the,
objective e4se.'

xamples

44 Wrong: .1 wanted the president, to be she)
Right: I wanted the president to be her.

Wrong: Tom guessed the masked man to beshe,
Right: Tom guessed the maskunedan to be him.

Suggested Exercises for Student Piaotice

The detective determined the delinquent to be he:
2. Our President believed his opponents to be we.
3, The Senate voted its speaker to be he.
4. The Girls' Counselor knew.the 'culprit to beshe.
5. Coach Holman said he judged the best lineback to be I.

Direct 'object after .41 Ikorb or verbal :: The direct obj ct after
obje,ctive case.

Examples

Wrong: Will you send Mrs, Merrill and 1 a letter?
Right: Will you send. Mrs. Merrill and me a letter?

-

a ver1 or a verbal is in the

Nr64: Who did the coin ittee recommend t9 play for the
Right: Whom Ca the- committee to play foi the prom?

1.,

S4gos,ted'ietiises for Student Practice .

1. Dave lift' inhwand I.
,

2. , Who are you rewardinifor having,reasonedthetorically?
/3. Mr. Stratton is an instrjuctor who we all 'enjoy.

He they elected Mr. Teen -Agee of Jefferson County.
The sailor helped Harold and she is sailing.



ti

Object of a piepositio o The noun or pronoun used as an object of a preposition is in the
objecctive case.

,
..0"3

Examples
r

Wrong: Give the book-to Hattie and L
Right: GO the book to Ifittie and me.

Wrong: Paul went to the ga e 4ith Don a
Right: Paul went'tdthe game with-Ponand

Advance P,rogtamEnglish 391

r

Suggested-Exercises for Student Practice
"$ -

He plight to negotiate with fou and I.
Z. Please calPthe Office for John and he
3., Mrs, Feller said thatshe wildrtired
4. That is the student-with who he

, ,

5. 'Her mother sat lxitweedJulia an

LacC of agipement
ti

0

tI

Sutiject and predicate; subj ct and predicate,should agree in number and person,
-

, k

Examples .

Wrong: Everyone do their best or else suffer the conseppni9es.
Right: Everyone do his best or else suffer the consequence S.

_a , a

Wrong: None off' the lions are
Right: None ortfre lions is violent.'

Suggested Exercises for StudentPractice

My family 'of seven memberssujiport the drive.
e leader with ten guards'and six staff members travel.",

Hazel's brother is one of thok bullies who never fights.
Neither Mr. Drant nor W. VanHoose are ever'ver late.

h of. the "Mission Impossible" cast go scurrying up the wall.,

T' 4
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Prondun and antecedent:. A pronoun agrees withits antecedent in number and gender but
not in case.

Advance rogramEnglish 391

0
Examples

Wrong; Each student should do their best on the AP exam.
Right: Each stttdent should do his'best on the .AP exam.

Suggested Ekercises for Student Practice

1. Helen 'Spoke to their principal.
2.: The principal,spoke to their teachers on his faculty.
3. The City of Louisville is abolishing their parking meters.
4. The family supports the Lduisville h,und'ivitli what we an
5. 1 giv6 as much time to the Veterensflospital as' it can help.

E t.

Pti %ling elethent

The dangling.mbilifiers that give the most trouble are those appearing at the beginnirig Of
a sentence. At the `end of the sentence 'they are generally more awkward than confusing.

Gener,411y,' the main clause, can he, revised so that it contains a subject 4vhfch

the partidiple-tart modify;

,'
. Examples

. .

,Wyong: Dancing atfie faif; the ferris wheel' turned (wet.
Right: Dancing at the faie,:rsa:Opthe ferris wheel turn,ovei..t.'";.

Wrong: Divided into four se6tions, Lisa's`mother received het beautiful new divan.
Right: Lisa's,m6ther received hbr beautiful new divan, which was divided info'four.

sections.,
N

Sugcrested Exercises for Student Practice
, .

)' .
Walking across the surface of the lake, Dr, Ray, *ghted hisifirst giantivater spider.

2. ',, Trimmed in monkey fur, Ray Jones gavehis wife autiftil new coat. ,

3. Coming into O'Hare Airport, Chicago was quite a city.
4. Toiling for low wages, the Unique specimen was mounted by the professor.
5. Curled ih the latest Ifdshion, Betty paid for her hardo.



Infinitive: Thels;ent that obviously carries out the infinitive's action is generally missing
front, the main, clause.

;.
Examples

'irrong: To dariCe well, SP4rafe,bursos, of training need to betaken.
Right: 'To dance well, tlie\;tudent needs to take several'courses.

Wrong: To ride with skill, the horse muA betrained:
Right: Tvide with skill, orie 'needs horse.

Suggested Exercises Por Student Praetice

\ 1 w mystery, the veils niustlx, paque.
2. si64 liss illy, the mattras must "SertarlyAbe firm.

To swim ,as the water loust be shallow..
To quote a verse, the lines should be short.

. jo dream of love, the night grid stomach must be calm.

Gerund phrase:. Often the subject is nit exa° ressed and the. d`
to-modify: ,

.Examples

W r (MP% On,pnteing..thethouse, the famps were gleaming.
Oh entering the house, I saw the lamps were gleamin

Wrong:, CoiririelOti;zingr tin; lo g prologhe, the.poembecarq,
Aight; On memorizihg the R mg prologue, I thOugitt the poei

Suggested Exo ises.for_StudeniPracticv

. ;70n setting sail, the prow rose fro the.deep. . ,
, -.J0 '.

"2: -. On entering tgliall,the door slammed..
3., ,' From walkingjn Ifte'rain, the raincoat was vet.

'4.; .After eating rich-dessertS, the calories Mulried.
_,, . ,.7 x ; , .

5.... ThroughoreAling the advertisement, pie.newspaittEtr brought s,,
,!,' ,' --- .. -kc,..:..-., -. _,!

-,, -, , .
Yn.

, s

14
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Illiptieal clause:. An ellithiell Cluise is-usually 1. subordinate. clause With, so
gut, often the Sdbjeet and predicate. . A .. J

.i .0.

,4' . . .,1., ..
. . 4 '' * 4

.. P

_ .1ixa'm plos

3Ftit

AdVart

. : 4., , ..
, .

-Wrong: When but ,a babe in arms, my father fought tho*Germans,
. ,Right When I was a:1)1.11)e in arms, my failfielpyght the Geri

0
P
- . .

:i ... . "i. .-

' o

Wrong' Whenliehind the N an, all outlightS N

.Ylitittit: . ,When I was.behind the barn, all our lig its

e parts left

tent out.
enr .0

oi *, Strggested Exercises for Student Practice
/,

-*When Mite hours old, my Mather walked clown the half.
? r -Whgn.0Xty years oldo.ny eat had kittens.
3. When one hour old,,my dog had her second litter.,
4. When six-years of age, Abeaham Ljneoln wrote t
'5. When twenty years, of age, the Titaitic went dow

Double negative
.

oc
4

\

loo not cdihbine the. adverb, not orlts contraction with other words (e.g"., none,r n,
144np,:rio one; nothing, noliody,- or nowhere), Also avoid- using-scarcely, hardly, or only

with the previously lisIed WOrds There are;6ther words that have negative concepts"uch
as without and but that The should not be used'with thegisS giyen.

oi
4.

Examples,.
.4

N

,.Wrong ,r=Without scarcely any money,f the widow reared her boYs
Right: scarcer any money, the widowreared her boys.'

Wrong: ; Shelley couldn't di) nothing more than he' did.
Right: , Shelley could do nothing more than he dice

, ,.

Suggested Exercise& for Studenfitiracticer

Uncle Jini s ouldn't hardly ught to haye cut the,haY so early.
2. -Jody could 't do nothing more about his fawn than he.did, ,

3. Without ma hardly .'a oise, Rascal caused a lot ofgaiden darage.
4. There cannot be 40-do bt but that Sterling Mirth scarcely had notnuch love as a child..
5. If Pandora hadn't ohly/ he key, we would not have had none of the trouble we had.



Incorrect tense in sequence and inood

iiiDifferent tenses used together in a sentence must be in logical sequence. Shifting iron'
past to present dr from poetic or historical present to simple past are not considered
conventional usage. The same care in keeping verbs in logical sequence applies to the

Advance ProgramEnglish 391

various verbals as well.
.

frespaperfac-t-dor past: The past tense is used to time up to but not including the
presei t. 0 . ,;" '

Examples

Wrong: Martin has skated an hout thi morning.
Right Martin:Skated an hour this morning=

Wrong:. During the, morning session web.* learned much about linguistics.
. Right: During the moping session welearned much about linguistics.

'Pass for the 'present perfect: The present perfect COvers'events that have happened-in the
past, but the period of time reaches to and cdvers.the present.

EXamples_
o

Wrong: I beijeve in what :I learned.
Right: I believe in what I have learned.

.

I

Wrong; pid you smoke for te.t1 years? f
Right: Have you sthoked .for ten years?'

. ).

,. ,, °

-Past for past perfect:: The paSt perfect .tense is
that hiippened in the past).

Wrong:-
Right:

ised for previous pist (i.e., for an. event

Examples

Elisabeth wanted to travel until!she w.by jet.
Elisabeth had wanted'to travel until s flew; by jet.



,
)

Perfect infinitive for the fireseat infinitive: The perfe,ct hifInitive.'.4in 1-that the
infinitive action tdok place before the main verb Lictio .The Present infinitive -ie,4hz _:--, ...if.'acdeplr,..ni.

Examples
,.

.

-i', Wrong: Sharon waned to have gone.
Right,: Shafon wanted to-O.

00

Wrong: Jody wanted the fawn to have behaved, ,

Right: Jody wanted the .fawn to behave.

Sequence.' If action is being pr tinted, in the present, then the tenses relevant to the
'*pilksent are used The stale p ctice:is followed in recounting events from the past; the
paM tense is used When events of different time are indicated, appropriate tenses are

,
used,

fir.
Wrong: Those who have eaten in a revolving dining room have wanted to talk about the

experience. .
v

Right: Those who have eaten in a revolving diningroom4from the past through the
preseni) will want to talk about the experience. 0

Suggested Exercises for Student Practice;

. Rappaccini replied, "Daughter, I had, not seen a pest in the garden."
2. Esther said:she thought her friend is more efficient than most typists.
3. Sir Thomas More saw that the kinglad brooding the next year:
4. Meeting'neiry friends Carl has asked'When they cOuld.visit again.
5. The couple wanted to have taken the trip before hilt deoided they had better wait'

.

until they are .earning More:Money.

Oncomplete sentence (sentence fragments)
Nr

Frequently sentenCe fragments follow sentences almost like afterthoughts. They are used-
more in oral than in written eommuniedtion. Four types of incomplete sentences follow:

Infinitive phrase fragment: An infinitivo.may not serve as the main verb.

Examples

Wrong: TO get to Cape j(ennedy in time to interview,the director. (missing,subject and
maiav(b) . o

Burt' anted to'get to Cape Kennedy in limp' to interview the director.



fDependent Clause fn orient: This fault occurs Most requently'in Writing through.the use
of a period between the main and subordinate clans

Advance ProgramEnglish 39:1

ExampleS

.Wrong. 'Westayed,at home. After we pild donk all that planning, too:
Right: We-stayed at hoine.after we had-done all tliat-Plannifig,'%O. .

I'

Wrens: Poe died in poverty,. Though he invented the literarY fOrm of the t5hort story.
Right: Poe died in poverty though vented the literary.'form of the short story.

Participle phrase ragment: This ofte
comma.

Ifr

results from the card use of the period for the

1,xampleS

.

Wrong-: Thinking about' the:Woirderftil things she Could'buy with her egg. money. The
farmer's :daughter -tripped and.droPped:ItetbaSket of eggs.

Right: inkingabdtifthe wonderful things,'''she could buy with her egg money, the
nier-'S:daughter tripped and dropPed her .kasket

Wrong: Brecht dropped from the-Pulitical scene. Grieving for his dead leader.',,
!tight:- Greiving for his dead leade,t,Brecht,droPped frOm.the political' scene.

Appositive, fikone nt: This fault .reSulistfroth the Of after thoughts or expansion's.'

I"
E'XampleS'

Wrong: Laird thinks tha tudy oh4girage is interesting. StimuTatingan(1.,excitini,t2'.
.

Right: Laird thinks tIni the study of hinguage is interestitig;.stimulaing and ekcrtirii *,.

Stigge red Exercises for Studenaractice

.

The horse was pufto pastrire. The one who won the- Preak
12. We wait to see, the I efinont. ,Since Mrs. Wright, Mr. Han

it

, to-the Derby and the Preakness.
3. Arnie I went tO the golf drivini.-range: Sin we ha , w ho_ urs unscheduled- time.
4. The racing team vacationed onDaytona's beautiftil wifte beach. To get some well-earned

rest.
. The Writers' Workshop submitted entriCs'tO the Nati( al .Contest. The AAUW'm mbers.

Mr. C'onibs-liad been.



Faulty reference of prononn

C.1
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This, error generally occurs when the pronoun is made to refer. to an entire idea rather
than to a specific person, event, or thing. In some instances, the antecedent may he
omitted or the emphasis may shift.

Vague reference of pronouns

Axamples

Wrong: In the driver's manual it sayl to press lightly or to feather the brake,
Mr, Penner.

Right: The driver's manual says that the driver should press lightly or feather the
brake, Mr. Penner.

Wrong: Students like the Way Mrs. Glenn treats you as an adult.
Students like the way Mrs. Glenn treats the as adults.

.

mbi riirius reference o pronounly

s.

Examples

our, speaker greeted our prinipal, he bowed to the secretary.
Right: ',After he greeted our principal, our speaker bowed to the secrete*:

Wrong:. The4trainar slapped the horse a d he tossed his head.
Right; When the trainer slapped him, tic hprse tossed his head.

Suggested Exercises for Student Practice.

1'4. 'fait dislike the senator because he is from Ohio. .

Man-of: Yar v464 ',shod in the stables, but sOmetimes hey -were removed.
thereference book it 'explains why it can.rain in the desert.

In the middig-of it.gives you the creeps if the dog barks at it.
The fq movii,,ii,oft on oroject mid it was helpful:

Faulty punctuation of restrictive and nonrestrictive elements

A restrictive modifier, is so Much a part. Of the element it ,modifies that it cannot be
omitted without changing the meaning of .the sentence;, such a modifier is not set off 63,

commas. A nonrestrictive modifier exptinds but 'does not restrict the Meaning;
nonrestrictive Modifiers may be omitted witholit changing the meanifig.and are set off by
commas.



Wrong: Mr. John Donovan who was orn_in Baltimore is the new department head.
Right: Mr. John Donovan, who was born, in Baltimpre,sis the new department head.

8 0

Participle phrase

EAmples ,

Wrong: The girl riding the horse won the award for attendance.
Right: The girl, riding the horse, won the award for attendance.

Wrong: 4 People, living in glassousesshouldn't throw stones.
Right: People liVing in glass houses shouldn't throw stones.

Appositive

F,'xamples

Wrong: Shelley the poet was a chemist.
Right: Shelley, the poet, was a chemist.
Right; The poet Shelley wash chemist.

/ Suggested Exercises for Student Practice

1 Four students, Kurt, Charles, Jon,,and Don were helping in the lunchroom.
Robert Frost a senSitiveperson wrote beautiful poetry whether on a snowy evping or
by a woods.

3. A Man for All Seasons a play about Sir Thothas More is popular with the more
intelligent students.

,
4. Racing mound, the track the girljed the string of racehorses.

The day when we arrive has not been determined by the highjackers.

Thin error occurs when a comma is used where either a semicolon or a period should be
used Three ways tcr correct this error are to replace the comma with a period, to join the
two- parts with a coordinating conjunction, or to make one part subordinate to the other.

Examples
.a

Wrong: Ashe easily beat his rival's score, his extra weight.gave him an advantage. .
Right: Ashe easily beat his rival's score. His extra weight gave him an advantage.
Right: Ashe easily beat his rival's score, and his extra weight gave him an advantage..
Right: Becadse of Ashes extra weight, he easily beat his rival's score.

20
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0

Suggested Exereisefor Student Practice ,

ot ,
..I think JOhn-Fowlee,sbook The Magtis is eNteiting, it saveda my weekend.

The two wires in MOther's sweeper cord pulled loose; they must be connected before she
,

canuse it.
3, My favorite fiSh is flounde'r, my sister's is cod. . c" '
4.' ``1,can't eat. Onion," said Hugh ariologetically, "I have'a11`gies."
.5. The Dior' ress cost a great deal of money, there is no way` to be sure it will look

good on*Elaine.
.

Incorrect positilin
. o .

,. r n
1) 0

Modifiers should be 'placed as close as.possible to the sentimge elements they modify,.
3.

Adverb: An adverb should, refer to 'the word modified
referent as' possible. .The position (...),tan adverb modifie
sentence and may shiftaccording to the-writer's purpose.

Subject' Emphasis:

Object Empinisis:

/
Predicate 11,mphasis:

-Examples

Poly Wayne knows the 1*ress.

,

Wayne WS.the address 'only;.,

Way'ie knows only, the address.

and should be .as close to its
can affect the meaning of a

0 ,

. .
Ph raw: The im..orreet imdtion Ut It prepositionat phrase can cause confusi&ILT

.Ceinfusing:
Better:

a

. ,

The olyiscrole appeal# to men with an arOm of meat,
The casserole With an iwina of tneat.appe'als- td'ai9n.

. 11

*,

6. 0
I ate a Pie baked fir a mair who can spot a tasty treat at. the nverside
park. ' °

Bette): At the aveiside 'park, I ate a pie baked for a man who can spot EL°
.

tasty °

t.
Clause: Plage modifying clauses near to the elements they modify. .

Confusirik:
Better:

"Con.fusini:,
Better:.

^ 1?

Tom borrowed a pencil from a classnhate that was.tOoshOrt:
Tom borrowed aTeneil that was too short from a.c1 ssmate.

e waThers'at7orse in the"steable that neverrated.
In the stable there was d horse that never raced,

,a

.0

4
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.

0--Avpo sit iv e : An appositke should have-`11 positioir adjac-ent to the element in apposition.

Confusing: A.,'CollectionV tiontingway's'firSt short stories is wo th considering
In Our 't,
In Our Thrre, ti collection of Hemingway's first short stories, is
'worth Gonsidering. , .

The boa Alice is askentle e. earthworm that squeeier of o largest
animals.- r
The boa Alice, the squeeer of o& largest animals; is as gentle as the
earthworm.:

Better:

1,4

Cofusing:

Better:

. 1 .

Suggested E4ereises for itudefit Pract ce
t 1

# I , A. . .

The newly married couple 'bought an old'house. iron) a realtor that was not painted.
. i , ..

2. We watched Waiting for 67(inigt on our porta:the television set whiQh ran on
. Broadway for two years. '...

The plumber installed theneNV bathtub for the, wealthy owner that hadriew silver-

plated
. f

handles . 7. ' t ..
. 1, Es,

.

° 4. . Thc'ftippie slept 'in theabandoned.-house of the owner that had need of face-liftfirg.
5. The chef made the pizza fbr the film star with the thinnest donlgli... '

.,

moo,

Words conArnly confused

These> words nay he so similar in sPelling of so. Mated in meaning that they become,
conftOng. There are hundreds of tfiese "tioublesome and an 'unabridged
dictionary piovides the West gilide' for thud use The followinlit of words commonly
confused represents but a fraction-of a ftiction of a poi;sible list.



OP

Examples.

ti

'1.: access excess

2, adapt - adept -.adcit

3. advfee - advise

4. affect - effect

5. farther - further' ' 4..
1,

6. all together aitogether

7. allude - elude 4,,

8. allusion - illusion' ,

9. in back of behind

10: between - among

11. blond bIOnde

12. can --May..

.
13. censor censure

44

14. 'cite - sight - site

15.., compare - contrast

16. disinterested - uninterested

'ecoriornie - economical

1-8. elicit - illicit

19. emigrant -.immigrant .

20. famous - notorious

4 Suggested Exercises for Student Practice

1. Did Jarne'S Bond have (exCess, access) to the Chaos.files?;
2. Sfetfi is An (immigrant, emigrant) from Switzerland.4,'
3. My first Sunday School teacher's name(alludes, eludes) me.
4. Will you stand (in back of, behind) the building?
5. Shakespeare is a (famous, notorious) dram. atist

Tautology

This term for a type ommon error (indicates the1needless repetition of a thought, idea,
statement, or Word RedutzdancvNis defined as an:,;act or instance of needless repetition
Both terms are used to indicate unnecessary duplication.:

EXaMples

Wrong: - Thlane is a more bigger than the old model--
Better: plane is larger, than the old Model.

Wrong: de advanced forward in hiS drive for promotion.
Bead: He advanced in 'his rank.
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Suggested Exercises for Student' Practice

. -Helen of Troy's beauty and good looks were appreciated.
2, That ekperience was dear and costly to all of Troy,
3i The army retreated,tack to yesterday's position..-

. 4, 'pe professor was famous and at the same time welt known,.
5., As far as I know aild to the best of my knowledge, the common cold continues to

.
'Mystify- and puzzle research, teams.

Faulty comparison

71

The common error in faulty coMparison is either an altvical or incomplete comparison.
An illogical comparison attempts to compare things whick are not capable otAing
compared or else,uses inexact elements.' Replace the erroneous terms than any'of with

..thanpny other of; avoid using of any.

Wrong:
Right:

Examples

I like Walter de la Mare's "The Ghost" better than any of his poems.
I like Walter de la Mre's "The Ghost" better than any other of his
poems.

Wrong:
fight:

Incomplete:
Revised:

hicpmplete./
(-.

Revised:

0

Jab McCormack was the best of any tenor singer of his day.
John McCormack Was the best terlor singer of his day,

The;Parks here are as excellent as any other icily.
The parks here are as excellent as those inlany other city.

is if not taller, than Jon.
Bill is as tall,if not taller, than Jon.

I trust her More than Alice.
I trust her more than I. trust Alice:

.I trust her more than Alice does.

Our new principal uses less discipline.
Our new principal uses less discipline than our former principal did

Suggested Exercises for 'Student Practice

Jet travel is faster. .

,2. Snedd is the best golfer of any
3. The water in,LouiMlle is better smelling than any other city.
4, Crais new models are iletter made.

Louisville is as clean as any Southern city.
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Improper S'ubordination. °

Faulty subordindtion occurs when the. most important idea is,;placcd in the silbordinate
clause add the least important in the main clause.

Examples

Faulty: One bright clear day in:June, the Indian trader was walking along, the
dusty 'road when two rocket planes landed on his range.

Impro,ved; On dclear bright day, in June, two rocket planes landed: on the Indian,
trader's range as he was walking down the'dusty4roari'

Faulty: The poodle was carefully trimmed; when he Whipped the Doberman pinschet.
Improved: Ili spite-of the Poildle's careful trim, he whipped the Doberrnah. pinspher.0

Suggeged Exercfses for Student Practiee
'

1. Though he was one of the astronauts,. he u ed to work fOilny Uncle Sam.
2. Because EdWard,used drugs, he lost his pop larity and his life.
3. Although Phil didn't ha0 enough.money, e wanted to go to college.
4. The rattler uncoiled but he
$ Although her pet escaped, Mrs. Simpson iAe)hded to take good care of him.

Suggested Activities

Assign; the exercises in the Senior English Review Exercises, pages 43-62. ExPldin
explicitly any errors or sentence structures that students do not clearly understand.

Vocabulary

appositive--
case
clause
comparison.
correlative conjunction
coordinator
dep6ndent clause
direct object

. finite verb
gender

s gerund
independent clause
infinitive
nonrestrictive element

participle
predicate adjective

rr

predicate nominative
redundancy
restrictive element
semantics
.sentence fragment
subordinate clause
subordinator
tautology
tense
verbal
voice \



COMPOSITION

TP1

, Behavioral Objectives

4

Uging tho selection., in-A Composition Practi&HandbOok entitled `"How to Write an.ESsay,"
the student will , write paragiaphs and multi-paragraphs demonstrating correctness of /form,
style of expression, and lOgical develdprnent .according to the criteria given. \

Ukg criteria for compositional skills given in A Compositionractice Handbook and modeis
itl k.s.says for Modern' Youth, The student will write a composition of at least three paragraphs
developing a selected topic.

" ,Textbook- .

Skelton, Zan L., Jr. A Composition Practice Bhpk, Op: 35-62),
. .

4ackground Study

Review the se .tiofi of the textbooirCeat

Ideas forDeveropMent

Answer and'-discuss the following questions:

What is a 'reference book"?

-
.What 'sign "essay question " ?.

What makes a character,interesting?

ting the Paragraph," pages" 3.11..
).

Wha'T kind of inforin'atibri can,be found in a good dictionary?

What
k

c0,10,tilteSAq
4

0d study' habits?

What is meant by the'"fundamentals of a sport"?

With what matters is the story of Medea concerned?

What are `some things to be considered when describing a person?.

What aie same *local community problems?

i?

26



Suggested Activities
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, 4i

Write a paragraph de cribing and explaining the use of each of the following referenc

books':

,Current Biogiaphy

,bictionary e American Biography
4

Who's Who in America

Reader's Guide
0.

Barl tt's Familiar Quotations

World Almanac,and Book of Facts

Wpfte a one-paragraph answer to each of the following question

Why did William the Conquerer feel justified in his invasion of,England in'1066?

In.mYthology, who wa's Zeus and how did he become st.tpremb ruler. ofthe earth?

Write asparagraph describing the most interesting character in The Medea,

Write a.paragraph describing your study habits in English,

Write two paragraphs, in which you explain.the fundament* of your favorite sport.

Write two paragraphs disdussin good usage of the dictionary.

Prepare a brief,outline of one of the following/topics and then weite a composition based
on the outline: (5

How Appearande ReVeals Characte
o

The Ideal Teacher

Television Commercials

paw to Rea&a Newspper

Ho*, to Study

Choosing one's Friends



Advance

The Value of Traditions. ,

.TheimpQrtanee of Daydreams
.

A Significant Wdrld Problem

A Recent Scientific Achieyein
..,..,

Write a three-paragraOh sketch. on on person ydu know well.
;,

. . .

.?

Write three paragraphs-in which you discuss a loCal comniunity pr btern.

Write paragraphs describing one or more interesting characters from some outside reading.

Watch,a gftme of sports either op titevisidi or in your, community; take notes and report
ysur observations to the class.

Give an individual report oni d'eek,play c r participate in a panel discussion of various
Greek plays., '-

. yocabidaryt
It

almanac
anecdote
bibliography
central idea
conclusion

nsult

urrent
tailed

..dictionary
einb6died
encyclopedia
essay
example
exodus
funaaniental
general
guidp
illustration

interview
introduct on
invasion,Q.

.justified
10Cat
logical
man s

e gy
outline
quota,tion
rambling
reference
simulated
*ske ch
text oOk
topic
topic sentence
transition word
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SEMANTIC .

Beha.viorat Objective

o

Usinktiang uage in Thought and Action, the student will develop a multi;p4ragraph th me from
th6 topic g6ntence a does not rule Man; man controls language," citing at east three
illustrations of languge being used'to'exptess man's and influence his behavi r.

ook

Ilayakawa, S. I. Language in Thought and Action, (chs.

Other Sources

Chase7StuartrThe Power. of 41, ids.
-.

. The Tyrhnny of Word:
Girsdansky, Michael: The Ad' enture of Language.
Thur an, Kelly. Semantics.

Backgrouhd Study

Research the history 'arid deVeloimnent of the English language.

Review the history of the English language.

liecoin'e familiar with semantic principles.

Ideas for. Development of the Study of Language in Thought and Action

.Chapte 2: Look for instances in which someone is' in danger of ,sub§tituting fictitious maps for
.

.xeality,,as did the mother of Margaret

-

Chapter 3: Sele ting a subject about which the reader is almost completely uninformed
(see p. 53-, ), write a one thousand word essay consisting , solely of sweeping
generalization' , broad judgments, and unfounded inferences. Use a great many loaded words.'

.0 Subtract five ppintsfosr each verifiable fact used.
, v ,

Chapter 4: If one were compiling a dictionary and had only the quotations listed on p. 65,
what c>finitions could be given for the woks "shrdl z and "wanky"? Try not to give
word definition but write out 'a ten or twenty word. de inition.: ,

29 .
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Chapter 5: Keep a list of the number of jiffies and the various ways during a chosen day when
a meeting 'of friends is begun with remarl&.about the weather,

Chapter Since the relative lack of information and the flood of affective connotations in
advertising is notorious, analyze the examples on pp, 94 and 95;.separatd the informativp
connotation (those which convey information on which agreement can be readily
reached) from the affective connotations (those Which express attitudes and judgments open
to differences of opinion) int wo parallel columns for,pOntrast.

...

.

, 1

It is necessary to be able to sor out of any utterance 'the information givdg from the spe'aker's .'

feelings toward that infomtat n: Revise the item "Man of Peace," p. 98, using the same basic
information but with warm a proval of Mr. Beck's undertaking.

.

. . . .

.Chapter 7: Write ,,the copy,. d (o escribe) the illustrationg needed,.and lay out a campaign
. (dinners, 'appointing of committees, pers nal solicitations) for a local fund-raising drive. `,4

..

Chapter 8: ^Take the short pits& and e passage on pp. 137-139 and find out by careful
anarysis what the author is trying to co municat,e; what affective elements help him to convey
his meaning; what elements, if any, obscure' his communication; and how successful, on the
whole, the author is in conveying his ideas and feeling's to.,the reader,

Chapter 9: In light of what is said in Chapter 9, study the poems on pp. 157-159 w le goals / _y
as outlined on p. 157 as a guide. 4

Suggested Activities "

rep-are -a-shirtpaper on one of the'follOwing topic

The,Misuse of Language in,Nazi and Com

A "What's in a Name?" Would a Rose by Any

Extensional vs, Intensional Orientation

4

- .4



Vocabulary

affective connotation
alhision
anOthcsis
areas of ,meaning
.onnotation
cultural lag
dead metaphor
delusional worlds
denotation'
directive language
dithyramb
extensional Approach
extensional Meaning
exten-sionatorientation
Aumor
inferences
informative connotation,
intensional meaning , °

.interection
irony
judgment
marginal businessinen
metaphor

7
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nonverbal
nonverbal territories
nonverbal affective.4pgals
overwerbalization t
pathos
period is sentences
personification .

presymbolic
purr-words
rhetoric
:semantics

/
snarl-wards
social cohesion
symbolic experience

, symbolic process
verbal hypnotism
verbal maps
verbal tabOo
verbal conteit
verbalization
verifiability

°

r5
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Behavioral Objectives

After, studying Essays for Modern Youth; the student will define the essay form, deligedting
the characteristits of _the essay Which distinguish it from other literary forms, and cite three or
more 'examples of essays from everyday reading (e'.g:, newspaper or magazine articles;
advertisements).

After studying Essays for Modern Youth he student will define six types or classes of essays
(i.e., personal or familiar, philosophic aracter sketch, descriptive, editorial, and .critical),
briefly explaining method for developing each " type of essay.; and then the student will'write. at
least one essay of each type correlated with the literature selections, studied.

Green, Jay E. Essays. for Modern nut

Other Sources
,

Skelton, a ., Jr. A ornposition Prat
//

h, (units 1-8).

Ideas for Development f the Study of Essays for ouern Youth /
I. Humor in the essay

."The Gr rench Duel" by Mark wain

Hint of emphasis: h r developed throulh exaggeration

Discussion: .
(a). Mark T am's use of the stereotype
(b) Hal liolbfook's recording, "Mark Twain Tonight!"

"The Shilke and the Chipmunks" by James Thurber

POint of emphasis: humor developed through satire

1: Discussion:
(a) Ali; this essay is considered a fable
(b) Thurber's use of tht'barody

Question: What Makes peoplelaugh?

36



II. Purposefin living

'Advance Pr6graMEnglish 391

A. "How to Handle Yoit Frustrations" by Norman Vincent Peal

Pdint of emphasis; 'logical structure

2. Discussion; 0

(a) Ways people react to and control their frustrations
(b) Effectiveness of Peale's use cif specific example

"Exchange of Opinion" by Irwin Edman

Point of emphasis :', irony

.

Discussion:
(a) Techniques employed in discussion groups
(b) Encounter groups and sensitivity training

Question: What did you learn about your own, personality from; one day's
intensive observation? ,

III. Man and nature ,

A. "Unsightly Billboards Need Not Clutter Up Our Costly Highways" by Neil/M. Clark

1. Point of e phasis; the use of personal observation

2. Discussidn:
(a) Debate on the conflict of interest treated in this essa'
(b) Examples of public eyesores in the community

"In the Country" by George Jean Nathan

1. Point of emphasis: the use of sarcasm

2; Discussion:
(a) Whether Nathan' considers himself to be an iconoclast
(b) Effectiveness of a serious approach to Nathan's topic

3 7
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"The Tree Cutters" by Henry David Thoreau

1. Point of emphasis: use of narration

2. Discussion:
(a) Thoreau's suppOsed reactions to the two previous essays
(b) Thoreau's prophetic observations on present problem's of conversation

Advance Program--English 391

,

D. Activity: 1Make display concerned with the environmental,crisis of the 1970'a:

IV. Youth i the modern world

A "Let's Stop Maligning American Youte by Margaret Culkin Banning

1.. Point of emphasis: development through examples

Discussion:
(a) Things adults and teens can do to resolve the misunderstandin etween

the generations , -
(b) How the mass media affect the generation gap

"Don't Beta Pal to YOur Son" by Art Buchwald

. Point of emphasis: interview

2. Discussion:
(a)" Why teen-agers should have-rights
(b) 'Events that have caused the shif .Rom "children used to t to please

their parents" to "now the paren ts try to please the childreh"

C_ . Question: What things might be done today to insure a finer youth for tomorrow's
world? v

V. People and their interrelationships

A. "Con Abraham Lincoln" by Carl Sandburg

1. Point of emphasis: characterization

2. Discussion:
(a) Research necessary to paint a character portrait of the past
(b) Poetic qualities found in this essay

3
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P.

"Mary White" by William Allen White

1. Point of emphasis:' use of details'

2. Discussion:
(a) How this essay differs from, a newspaPer obituary ,

(b) White's'phrase"enlarging one's horizon ,in relation to ,pwn life

C. "A Personal Commimiquo.from Robert Frost" by James Reston

1. Point of erniShasis: philosophical thought

Discnssion:
(a) Conformity .a id individuality in our society ti

(b) Frost's,poei s which convey this essay's philosophical thought

"The Noblest Insir nlent" by Clarendepay

1, Point of emphasis: anecdote

/-
Discussion:
(a) A humorous personal experience
(b) This incident from. the vi'olin's point of view

"Of Friendship",,b4Francis Bacon

1. Point of emphasis'. deductive reasoning
ry

2. Discussion:
(a) Bacon's essay as it Would be stated in modern language.
(b) Two examples of epigrammaticstyle\

"the Appearance of a Great Man" by Ralph Waldo Emerson

1 Pt iat of emphasis: definition

2. Discussion:
(a) "'Personal definition of an "attractive" person
(b) ednsideration of what constitutes personal beauty

r.

G. Activity: Write a familiar essay concerned with a successful or unsuccessful
personal relationship

o.

4
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'Behavioral Objective

GREEK- DRAMA

Advance ProgramEnglish 3

After studying The Medea, the student will (1) describe the 'characteristic style, techniques,
and staging of early Greek drama and (2) write an essay explaining the functions of drama as a,
distinctive and highly effective Medium for the communication of ideaS and emotions, using

from 77ze Medea.

Textbook

Etioipides. Medea,

Other Sources

Background Stud;

Hamilton, Edith, The Greek Way. a,
Chapter .7 - "Aristophanes and the Old Coinedy"
Chapter 11 - "The Idea of Tragedy"
Chapter 14 - "Euripides"

race the rigins, development, and farms of tragedy' and comedy,

Greek, tragedy with modern tragedy.,

Raorch the lives of Aeschylds Sophocles, Aristophanes, and Euripides,

esearch the theater of'Dionysus.

Read one Greek drama (Agamemnon, Oedipus Rex, or Alcestis),

Study the externals of the Greek thet4;ter: the festivals, the theater itself, stage machinery,
costumes, actors, and audience.

View the film, OodipUs Rex,

Listen to Judith Anderson's recording of The Medea.

Sketch the Greek theater.
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Ideas for Developmentof the Study of The Medea

Were Medea's actions the result of an intense hatred or an obsessive love for Jason?

Are there evidences that pride and vanity were involved in Medea's jealousY? Support your
answer with passages frOm the Slay,

Hoiv.hre love and hatred kindrdd emotions?

_ What characteristics in Jason's sychologkal make -up, drive him fiom his, allegiance with Medea
and into, his association witfi.Creon's daughter?

Euripides is said to have reduced the importance of the Greek chorus. Compare the role of the
chorus in The Medea with that in Agamemnon or Oedipus, Rex. I

Suggested Activities

\Ifn a short paper; show haw the theater, was 'an and.projection of the religiousigious
life of the Greeks. . .

Do a ,character analysis of ftlier Jason or Medea; ,show how the character you shave

chosen `c hanges during the play;, substantiate your ideas with airect quotations from the
drama.

a

, Vocabulary

antistrophe
' chorus

comedy
CO MMUS

deus machina
Dionysus
episode
epilogue
epode
exodos
Hellenist';
histrionic

. iambic
kommos

V.

0

monody
odes
ornhestra

#parodOs
prologue
prose ium
staSim
strophe
theatron
thespian,
tragedy
tritogy
unities,

41
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Films

The folldwing films are availhble from the Jeffeison County Board of Education, 16mm Film
Library:

882
Oed 'Oedipus Rex Man and God (Humanities Series). Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1959:

30 min. .Color.'.Sound.

882.
Oed Oedipus le,xr The Age of Sophocles (Humanities Series). Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films, 1959. 30 min. Color. Sound.

882
'Oed' Oedipus Rex\.. The Character of OecliPds (Humanities Series). Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films, 1959., 30,min. color. Sound.

.

OW Oedipus Rex: The Recovery of Oedipus (Humanities Series). Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films, 1959: 30"min. Color. Sound. .

Filmstrips .

-Organizing Your Writing Series. Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation, n.d. Color.
Outlining a WritteVCompOSition The Body of a Written Composition
Theintroduction/of a Compo'sition Th; CoriclusiOn ofa Written Cijniposition

Recordings

Anderson, iudith; The Medea. Decca, n.d. LP DLP 9000.

Holbrook, Hal. Mark Twain Tonight! Columbia, n.d. OL, 5440,

How to Write an Effective. Composition. Educational Record Sales,,n.

..



. -

Slides

Greek Theatre Slides. The Perfection Form Company, Twenty color slides.

Advance ProgramEnglish 391

Tragsparency

LJ

Writing Through Pictures Projectuals. Educational Record Sales, n.d.

Poster

Greek Theater 9hart, The Perfection Fo m Co., n.d.

13
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Urse Description
,

' 1 4

In English 392 the .s ent continues his, ,study- of language as a tool for the effective
commtmicatiOn of r7la ideas by studying wog) power and proper sentence and paragraph
construct. on; After reviewing the ',various essay tYpexand'the uniqueness and purpose of each,"
the student will fcsbui :on skill development in writing the personal and philosophic essay with
emphasis on correct Alirra;',appropriate essay style, and the organization of ideai as developed
through 'proper outlinhg./The' student Studies short, well-written, modern essays, considering
the importance or the .autherfs proper choice of essay type and method order to achieve his

'imrpose. He studies Machiavelli's The Prince, a longer piece of subjective and an ytical writing
which emphasizes the power of language' to inNence the thopght and behavi of man. He
traces the development ofctjrarna in the Elizabethan era by concentrating on eapeare's
Merchant of Venice. Finally, the student studies poetry; its form, techniques an age, as

/a means of expressing man's ideas, attittides, -and feelings.

'

ENGLISH 392 -- ADVANCE Pg6GR ,
MAN LEARNS` TOO COMMUNICATE' IRIS !WAS

English '391; eligibility for Advance Program andgor teacher receinniendation

ggeiled Tillie Schedule

Grammar:
Senior English Review Exercises (pages 63-93, 106-112)

A Composition Practice Book (pages'47-82; essays 1-4)

Semantias:
Languageln Thought and Action (chaPlers \I 0-17)

.1 Modern se Style:
Essays for 1 odern Your/P(units 9-19)

2 weeks

2 weeks

Literature: -

The Prince t 2 weeks

Elizabethan Drania:,
The Merehant of Venice

Poetry:
Sound and Sense: An Introduction to Poetry (chapters 1-4) 1 week

2 weeks



General Objectives

.0"
AdvanCe ProgramEnglish 392

gecognizes word power and PrOper sentence and paragraph cdnstruction as tools for effective .

communication of Man's ideas. Q

Compares and contrasts the uniqueness and purpose of the various essay. types.

Thinks; re'ads, listenS, and writes critically.

Understanlis t importance''of the author's proper choice of essay type. and methoc in order
to achieve his purpose.

Interprets the power of language to influence °the thought and behavior of man througirthe'
study of The Prince.

Traces the development of drama-in the ElkiTabethan era, by concentrating on, the Merchant of
Venice

;.

Studies poetry as a means. of expressing man's ideas, attitudes, and feangs by analyTing form,/
technique, and language of the poetry contained in Sound and Sense

4

Behavioral Objectives

Given sentences from Senior inglish RevieU Exercises, the student will identify the
grammatical error in each sentience and rewriteithe sentences to correct the errors,

.

Given:- exercises from Senior English Review' 'Exercises concerning clear and concise word
choice; the elimination of unnecessary word's and phrases, the best sentence and paragraph ,z

order, and theme revision, the student will complete. the exercises; chooSing the best and most
meaningful way to express the idea in each pse,

o

Given a .selected essay, the student will demonstrate reading comprehension and understanding
of essay form by briefly stating the .main idea of the selection and describing the organization-
of. the essay, its form, and its style,.

After studying the selection entitled "Writing the Essay" in A CoMposition. Practice Book, the
student will develop a personal or philosophic essay from a given title_(e.g., "My Ambition,"

:One Principle Live By"), applying the criteria for this essay type from A Composition
Practice Book

Using Language in Thqught and Acti6n, the student will state one or more examples of man
using word power not only to express his thought, but to mold man's thinking and thereby
dr-Age his attitudes and 'influence his actions.

43
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Given two selections on the -same, topic (04!., the creation A
scamtific langpare and 0110 -i.litton in literary language:, the stu
'purposes, tone, and general eMet of each selection.

the universe), one Written in
lent will distinguish the distinct

ILIng exainiile ,tideCtlfilL* tic)rn Evsays for Modern
representative of the various types or classes of egsaysi
development

ith, the student* will' liSt essays
ly describe ,methods of their,

rt

e

Using writing SkillSstudied in the composituni'.unit, the student will writ three 01 more re essays,
on given topics correlated with the luelature studied . .
Atter fit idying The Prance, the student will .state and substantiate a gcneralitation conCerhing
the role of pOlemical literature in 4 stroying traditional concepts and giving rise to new ideas;

After studying The Prince and complete it background research on Machiavelli,"the student will
write a multi-paragraph theme supporting or refuting the'statement: Machiavelli was both the
product of and thespokesman for Renaissance Italy.

After studying The Prince and completing background research on Machiavelli, the student will
...kite a multi-paragraph 'theme supporting ai refuting the statement; ;MaChiavelli's realism-wag .

an.expres*Sion of revolt,against the idealism of his time.
.

After comparing selected dramas, dramatic techniques, and. externals (e.g., audience, physical
- theater, stage 'machinery, costumes, actors) of the Elizabethan theater With the same elements

In the Greek theater, the studivt will state and substantiate one or mote cerieluslOns `,-

-concerning each of the following: (1) the interaction (cause and effect) between theexternals'
and the form and substance of the drama itself; and (2) the evolution of dramatic 'patterns,
forms, and einphaseg as they have reflected changes in civilization.' :X

, .

Using Sound-and Sense: An Introduction to Pogitry, the student will diScuss two reasons why ,

poetry may be described as an ancient and universal art form

Using Sound and sertse, the student will (1) list six reading and study techniques which',Will
help one to understand and appreeiate poetry; and (2) discuss in a paragraph(s) his persdnal?
success or lack_of success in applying these techniques in studying poems in this course, r -\

Using a Selected poem from Sound and Sense, the student will state and substantiate in .a,
multi-paragraph theme his evaluation of the total meaning of the poem based on analysis of
form, technique and language of the poem.

Having studied various' literary forms, the student will list . at least three characteristics of
poetry which distinguish it frail) other literary forms:.

4.3
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GRAMMAR.

Senior Isligt sh Review Exercjses

,

Behavioral Objective,

Given sentences from Senior English. Review Exercises, the ;student_ will identify the
.

grammatical error in each sentence and rewrite the sentenoes.to correct the errors..

-Given exercises from Se nior English Review EXercises concerning, clear and concise word
choice, the elimination of unnecessary wadi and phrases, the bestientence and paragraph
order, and theme revision, the student complete the exercises, choosing thet,best and most
meaningful way to express the idea in each case.

Given, a selected essay, the student wiB demonstrate reading COmprehension and understanding
of essay form by briefly stating the/r4ain idea of the'seleetion and describing the organization
of the essay, its form, and its style. I

v

Wood Earl F. Senior English Review. E

Other Sources

excises; (pp. 63-93 106 -112).

CommisSion on English. 12,000 Students c td Their English Teachers.

Warriner, John E. English GraMmar and Corn osition: Grade 10.
Chapter; 9 - "Sentence Variety" h

Chapter!! - "Writing the Paragraph"
chapter 'Manning a Compoon',

BackgroUnd tudy
, I

Through the study begun in. English 391 of conimon grammalical errors, the student should be
aware of, incorrect grammar and should seek to avoid d pits use However, he should be reminded
that there is not just one correct way,to express thbughts. Therefore, the task of the student,,

,should be to determine the ,best and most meaningful \way to express ideas.'

Ideas for Development
'Cr

Review standard grammatical Construbtions.

Review paragraph structure, emphasizing purpose, unit!, methods, of development, topic
sentences, clincher sentences, sentence order, and got transition.



Suggested Activities

Advance Program English 392

Use the practice CXCIGISC!S iii ,5'cizio, /*tisk 'RqPiew Exerctses, pp 63-93 and 106-112..

These exercises deal with clear and .concise- word choice, the elimination of unneceSsary---
words and phrases, the best sentence and paragraph order, theme revision, and_ prose

. .
comprehension

\ 4-

Write good, well-constructed topic sentences fiyt each subject, using a' list of suggested
subjects for compusifion Fbllowing the same procedure, write effective clincher,.

r

sentences .

Apply good: writing principles and piopei sentence and pariigraph construction when-
performing Comp'mition assignments related to subject matter, studied throughout the
course.

Practice theme revision by revising own to nes or Those of fellow classmateS. .

Participate in the-lessons froiri the unit "Language" of 12,000 ,S'tuden-ts and Their EnNish-
Teachers.

"Appli,catiOn Grammatical Analysis to Stylistic' Analysis and to Writing "-(based
on JOhn Steinbeck's The Red Pony)

"Diction"2 (based on George Orwell's eSsay, "Shooting an Elephant")
d

'Redundancy and Dullness.' One Way to Attack Two Related Problems"3 (based on

Vocabulary

Jfoseph Conrad's "The Lagoon") \,

clincher sentence
cliniactic order .

time order
topic sentence
transition
space order

1Commission on English, 12,000 Students and Their English TeaChet.s (Princeton, I1,
college Entrance Examination Board, 1 968), pp, 179481.

.40



Behavioral Objective

COMPOSITION

A Composition Practice Book

Miyake° Pr !ramEnglish

After studying the selection entitled "Writing the Essay" in A CoMposition Practice Book, the
student will deVelop a personal or philosophic essay from a given title (e.g,,, "My Ambition,"
"One Principle I Live By"), applying the criteria for this essay type from A Composition.,
Practice Book. ,

textbook

SkeltOn, Zan L.:Jr, A",Cornhosition Practice Book, (pp. 63-75).
,

Background Study

Review and study in the 'textbook the section entitled, "Writing the Essay," pp 51-60

Ideas fOiDeveloprnent

What are.Some Pbints to be considered essay?.

Define the word ambition and *discuss general ambitions of class members.

What is meant` by "life principles"? Discuss life zinciples of class: members.

What is meant by "philosophy of life"? Discuss general philosophies of .class members.

Suggested Activities

Write the body and the conclusion of the self-analysis' essay on p. 64 of the textbook,

Following the directions on p. 67, write an essay, entitled "My Ambition."

"Following the directions on p 3, write an essay entitled "One Principle I Live By."

. Following the directions on p 77, write an essay entitled "My Philosophy of Life "

Interview differbnt individuals, asking for a self - analysis; report your findings to the class.

51
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Talk to different individuals about their ambitions;,re0Ort your findindi to the class,

Talk to different individuals about their life tiydur findings to the class:

Talk to different individualS about their philosoph" of life; report YOUr
class.'

Y

argumentative !inetaphOr
, ,authoritative' ,, narrative

autobiographical objective
belief opinion
coherence organization
colloquialism paradox
delineated parallel structure
descriptive personal 11

diagnosis preliminary
tiocumentation , proofread

rationaledifying
expositive revise
evaluate ,'./ s4rtcoining
fact i simile.
form stdtistic
fOrmal/ ssay style
incid It subs-topic
inf malessay 'summary
li ted topic trite

xim unity



Behavioral ObjeCtives

SEMANTICS

Language in Thought and Action

Advance Program - English X392

a.

Using Language in. Thought and "Action, the student wx11 state one or more examples of man
using word power, not only to express his thought, but to mold man's thinking and thereby
change his attitudes and influence his actions.

Given two selections on the same topic- (e.g., the creation of the universe), one written in
scientific language and one written in literary language, the student will distinguish the distinct
purpo,so, tone, and general effect of each selection.

Textbook

Hayakawa, S. I, Language in Thought and Action, (chs, 10-17),

I,

Other Sources

Chase, Stuart. The Power of Words.
. The Tyranny of Wordi

Girsdansky, Michael. The ,Adventure of Language.
Huxley, Aldous. Words; and Their Meanings, .

Thurman, Kelly. Semarttics,.

Background Study

Explore 'the many ,uses of language to communicate ideas, ranging from the colloquial usages
to the scientific and literary usages.

Acquire a general but basic knowledge of the psychology of man and how his behavioral
patterns are developed, noting especially the importance of environmental factors, attitudes,
fears, and anxietieM

Ideas for Development

Chapter 10

Starting with the statement at the lowest level of abstraction, arrange the sente tes on
page 180 in order of increasing abstraction.

53
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. .

Oose one of the terms listed and apply it to events in the extensional world. Go down
. .th abstraction ladder to the things andjiappenings, this may 'point to national ,honer,

Sports anship, art, philosophy., or jurisdictional dispute. . ,

AnalY,zem massage four nrpp. 182-183 in terms of levels of abstraction;
G,

Collect examples' of language in action in a scrapbook, expanding the collection, to
inelude.illustrationsof many linguistic principles as suggested on pp. 194 -195.

Chapter 12

Go over the IISt of statements given' Oh pp.' 20(i-207 and indicate which assertions the
writer 'did not make in the chapter.

Chapter 13

Collect an assortment of objects from all Over the horise and then ask friends or younger
children to divide the objects irito piles. Do this at least five times, using different systems
of classification each time,- but do not suggest" the s Stems. Make notes of Systems of
classification used, order in which they:come,' point of indec n; and unelassifiable
objects, Write up *results and draw conclusiOns.

Ahider what circumstances` ate tomatoes cl' le( as a "fruit" an .undermier what
circumstances as a.'"vegetable"? How else' can they be,elassified?

When is an athlete. an "amateur"?

Consider the relative adVantageS' arid disadyantagVs-.,Of. two- values and rnulti-valued
orientations in such 'Situations as the following: trying to .get parental ;consent, to marry-
someone. of another religious '. or:racial, grotiP; deciding with other members of the-family
where the family. will .spend. the summer vacation; writing a.script to be broadcast to the
citizen& of an enemy nation in tifrie of war; increasing. the efficieney and morale of the'
department,. office store, or factOry unit Where.employed; trying toget children to eat,

. .

what-are' believed t be proper foods in what is believed to be the proper, way.
t

di/apter 15

Collect three or more samples of intensional 'orientation from each of the sources
described in this chapter: education, magazine fiction, and advertising. Note specifically
reasons. for Classifyierg, each as an example of "intensional orientation."

/



Chapter 16 , ry

O

0

Considering some well-lnown c
other than those mentioned inlh

rir
r ,

munity, jot dow,.n. Some of its problems di' cultural rag
chapter. J

What, soft of,questibns would an ekterisionally-orientatea person'be likelytcrask, if Called
40"'upon to help in. solvigg some-of theSe problems? What resource groups or personsmould he

be likely to consult? , g ,

Assume that friends, both strongly opinionated but not at all well-infOrmed on the
subject of "socialized medidine;" are coming to visit and to spend the evening in,
conversation. Prepare some remarks and questions that might be"used to help, them see
the prObleins of distribiltion,of medical care as a problem of institutional adjustment and

e.--

,.
'therefore help them keep -the discussion at ,more- extensional

0
1 vels than tlibys, would

otherwise employ.

Suggested ActivitieS

St V Choose sOrne controversial ,subject of-genuine erest toss particular group.: /Ask two
members .:to 'present e discUspion with one member persistently 'Maintaining a fwo,valued
orieiatation on ,the subject and the other° member taking an ,opposing two:Valued,
orientation: -Then, ask' two otheromembers:of the grOup to discuss the sante subject, with.

one membor:4riaintaining a tWo-valued orientation and the other member using the
approach suggested -in Chapter 15. Evaluate by allowing critiqsm from the-role=taker.who
has been most i"on the spot," then trom his collaboretor, and finally fillm* those who
were present as spectators.

. ,
Vocabulary

,;dead:level.abstracting
OctensiOn'al orientation
handlers of economic symbols
handlers of econOM;ic things '
inSOluble pro-goins .

p.

institutionalized attitudes
thtensional orientation.

a

I)

levels of, abstraction
logic
multi-valued ..crier tetiori

7 parent-SYIT1i301.

sqientific'attitude
two-valued Orientatjoil-

,
verbal abstraction .
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Behavioral Objectives

MODERN PROSE. STYLE

'Essays for Youth

f

Advance ProgramEnglish 392

Using example selections , from Esidys for Modern Youth; ihe student will list essays
representative, of the ,various types or classes of .essays and briefly describe methods of their
development. ,

Using writing skills studied in the composition Unit, the Student will write three,or more *essays
or4.given topics correlated with the literature studied, 4

TextbOok
1

Greene, Ja3iiE. Essaystfo Modern Youth, (.11110-1.9).,

Other Sources

Comrniision` on. English. 1.0000,9tudents and Their E ghsh Teachers.
Leavitt; Hart DAY, and Dayid A. Sohn. Slop, Look, and Write/

i

Ideasfor DevelopMent

L k-Out heritage-as Americans

A. "The Gettysburg Address". by Abrah

R, point of emphasis: ptlbh'c address

DZsaissioh: "
a.V This speech in relation to the form of the, essay
b Interpretation of -Lincoln's statement " that all men are created

equal"



Advance PrograrriEnglish?2

"To Newly Naturalized C* izens" by Wobdrow Wilson

I. Point of emphasis: a v

. Discussion: ,

a. Question and ansIker session with a naturalized citizen concerning his
s \ experiences

,_
one's

,

b. Feelings concerrun4 one allegiance to his country,

\ .

.

Activity`: From your knowledge of Lincoln and Wilson, create a dialogue between these
two men Ian the definition of patriotism

IL Education to. gain

A., "The ClOsed Book by the Committee of the Belgian Federation of History Teachers

I. Point of e s, committee report

Discu mon: \
a. "'Findings of the Belgian Committee in relation to the omission of the

contribution of minority- groups in American history texts
Validity of the charge of prejudice against Asians

"The Morning Newspaper" by Brooks Atkinson

Point of emphasis: journaliftic style

2. Discussion:
,a. Analysis of a morning paper
b. Part of the paper which brings the most enioymenf

"Of Studies" by Francis Bacon

Point of emphasis: formal presentation
, t ,

D.

Discussidn:
a. Examples of books that be "tasted," to be "swallowed," and to be.

"chewed and igested" .

b. Idea that Bacon's style of writing is "condensed"

Activity: Write a critical essay concerned with the changes you would make in the
educational pystem. .

,



Advance ProgramEnglish 392

The World of work

A:, "Labor" by. flibetas Carlyle,

Point of emphasis; :precis

Discussion:
a; Whether work is as imp rtant as Carlyle seems to think
b. If work is so therapeutic, why ptople seek a shorter work day With More

leisure time

"Unions Are HereAnd Here to. Stay by AFL-CIO
, .

Point of emphasis: persuasion

Discussion:
.a. History of the AFL7CIO
b. Question and answer session with a union representative, or,a Well-informed

member, concerning unionstheir'fundions their aims, and their values

Activity.: Make a dosgier for a prospective emplbyer including your preparation,
interest, and qualifications for` a certain job. .

IV. Leisure time at work

A. "The Lure of the Rod" by. Robert Benchley

Point of emphasis: hurnorqus anecdote

Discussion:
a. Extent to which Benchley N honestly "lured ,bythe rod"
b. Suggestions for more appropriate titles for this essay

ollege AtheleticsTheir Pressure on tire. Hi4gh Schools" by Eugene Youngert

. Point of emphasis: presentation of problem and solution

Distussion:
a. Now sports may be valuable, leisure-time activity
b. Pro er perspective of athletics in the total school program



Advance Prograin4Finglis ). 392

.

C. `Why the Kremlin Heaps Invective on asternak" by Roscoe Drumniond

Point of emphasit: pon t of view

sion:
a, ,Censorship of creativity.
b', Selecttd passages from Doctor Zhivago

"The Villain Detected" bi Walter Kerr

Point of.emphasis: comparison

Discussion: , \
a, Comparison of the sterotype villain with the villin in "good" drama
b: Walter Kerr's drama reviews \
c. Identity of the villain: in: Boris Pasternak's.life \

"Notes for a Film Biography" by George S. Kaufman

ofPbint of emphasis: ridicule ,

Discussion:
, Comparison of "the (facts" with Kaufman's "suggested treatinent"

b. Degree of realisin in recent film biographies

"The Beethoven Centenary, 1927" by George Bernard Shaw

Point "of- emphasis: strong opinibn

a.
Discussion:

a

a. Boethoven's "Eroica Symptipny"
b. MUsic of the eighteenth century compared with the music of today

G. Activity: Write a philoSopkic essay on the use of leisure time.

cience in our world

A, "Mgdern Science": by James 'ft. Killian, Jr;

Point ofemPhasis: outline

2. Discussion:
a. Science as a reducer of the chances of war
b. Personal.evaluation of contemporary probl Trig science should resolve



Advance Prog iam English 92

2.

"Miracles YO411 See in the text Fifty Pars" by Waldemar Kaempffert

1. Point of emphasis: pry Adiction

Diseussion:
a. Kaempffert's predictions of the next fifty years
b. Other prophets both mystical and scientific

Question: What do you think is spience's,most important obligation to n

Editorials at large

A.. Written editorials

1. Toint of einpliasis: presentation of opinion.

,2. "piseussion:
a. Variety (if editorials covered,th the text (see.pp. 550-579)

Variety of editorials found iii local newspapersb.

cartoons

1. Point of mphasis: illustiation of opinion

Disciission:
a. Question and.,answer session with a newSpaln cartoonist
b, Original cartoons on a current patiealissue

,
,f ,,, -c,,,..

Activity:, Have the student write, in editorial on ilie ca;tOOn.tha he has drawn...
., .

.

atikind?

cit

A.

;



LITERATURE.

,, The Prince

t

Behavioral Objectives

. ,

Advance Program F,ng,lish 392

After studying Tice Prince; the studeht will ',ate and substantiate a generalization concerning
the role of polemical literature in destroyirl traditional concepts and giving rise.to new ideas.

After studying The Prince and completing l ackground research on Machiavelli, the Student will
write a multi- paragraph theme supporting, or reftiting the statement: Machiavelli was both the
product of and the spokesman for Renaissance Jtaly.

After studying The Prince and compieting back ound research on Machiavelli, the student will
write a multi-paragraph theme supporting or re ting the statement: Machiavelli's realism was:
an expression of revolt against the ideallSITI of his 'roe.

Textbook

Ma hi.avelh, NiccolC), The Prince.'

Other 'Sources

4, ^

Durant, Will The Story e Civiliation. Vol, V: he Renalpance,---°
Jensen, Delaznar. Machit velli: Cynic; Patriot, or Po tficatScientist?
Sforza; Count 011.4 The Living Thoughts of :Machiavelli.

,.

'Background Study

,

Research the.political ,structures of Renaissance4Italy.

1'

Study Maiehiavelli's contemporaries.
. /

TraceMachiavelli's career.,

Do a biographical research project on Cesare Borgia.

Report on the Agony aid th cstasY Irving Storie.

61
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IdeaS for Development.

Advance ProgramEnglish 392

Mai hiavelli wrote, Piii.,)ftinse. in it few inOnths, temporarily interrupting his more serious,work
on the Discourses: What forces caused him to turn from this work'?

. .

In the:light of this interruption, could tl re be statements and assertions that might have been
not Out of conviciipn, but fOir th desired effect on tle Medici? Look for 'statements that

do not seem to have the i)kg of sincerity
7

The epigraminatie 'style. fends itself to quotation but sometimes leads to,.,distortion when
statements are taken, out of context. Find statements in The Prince, the meaning hf which
would be drastically changed if removed froth the body of the Work. What propaganda device

does this illustrate?

What thought's and assumptions of Machiavelli's have formed the basis for modern political
structures? Cite examples

Machiavelli is said to have :reduced power politic to a science. Whdt scientific method
inquiry does he use?

,

Are values. created by man. or for man?. Show Machiavelli's thinking on this,State reasons for

..:agreernentor disagreement.

-Soine'nklern- thinkerS have felt that Machiavelli intended 'The Prince as it political satire
because' of his choice Of Cesare Borgia as the model prince Find specific references that could,
Perhaps have given rise to thiu; theory

Suggested.Activities

'Support .or refute the opinion that Machiavelli was the first "moderamind"and the first
-"modern prose writer " Develop t oughts by syllogism or analogy and be prepared for
class.,debate on this sub:16k Be p rticularly careful not to rely on false devices (false

;premise; false analogy),

Assume you have just arrived in a positiOn of bower and have read The Prince; in an
official edict or proclamation or 'platform inform the cabinet of. personal intentions to
rule. Explain why you have Chosen this method.

Select One j)Owerful statement from The Prince and develop or refute it in a short paper
Substantiate arguMents with specific illustrations.
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Vocabulark

. arbiter,. pernj.ciqus

c?, 4 iinSeiwY ,,' pOinnicAl
Et.x.41ted,. prerpgative
expedient' xapacions,
finnianist repudiate
innovations 'superficial

,

mercenary temerity
partgari temporal



itehaVioral Objective'

'After comparing selected dramas, dramatic techniques, and externals (e.g., audience', physical
theater, stage machinery', costumes; aCtOrs) of the Elizabethan theater with the same elements
in the Greek theater, the,student will state and stibstantiate one or more conclusions

'concerning each Of the following: (1) the interaction (cause and effect) between the externals
and 016 form and substance, of the drama itself; and (2) the evolution of drimatic patterns,
forms, and emphases as they have refleeted Changes in civilization;

ELIZABETHAN DRAMA

17ieiMereltant of Venice

Advance ProgramEnglish 392

Textbook

.,:Shakespeare, William an of Vonice.

(Ithe Urge

Only, Mareliette . iS7takespeare r,J Lonflon.
Granville-Barker, Harley G.,. and Ilarrison,,,G, A

E. Shakesp&Ite.
Hamilton, Edith The Greek Way, (chs 1 and3).
Webster, Margaret. Shakesin hunt 'l ('anti'.

BackgrOuna Study

'ompanion to Shakespeare Studies

Trace the changes in Comedy since the liellenistie Age,

.

Review the life of William Shakespeare./ -.

- Review the nationfil and social conditions of the Elizabethan Age. '
_;-1, ,

,
. ,

.

. .

,
cotnpare the externals of the. Greek theater with those of the Elizabethan theater (e.g.,

idience, physical theater, stage machinery, costumes, and actors).;

Sketch le Elizabethan theater onrconstrtic a replica:.

Sketc r dress a 11°4,01 in Opical (;.os ume.
a

Li en to recordings Of The Taming of 1 ;.,,Shreivi
v)

.tomlmre the two of cbinedy exemplified by ,As.7,You. Likqs1t, amrThe.11;1e4lianivf
-, . ..i- <7

%

'''Venice. . 0 v
4. ,

P i 1

`t,

64
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Ideas for Development

AdVance PrograinEnglish 392

After comparing the externals' cif the Elizabethan theater with the same elements in the Greek',
theater, What conclusionS can he drawn as to the interaction/ (cause and effect) between the,.
externalS and the form and substance of the drama itself?

Why does Shakespeare have some characters speak in blank verse and others in prose? Is there a°.
noticeable corn between messbge and form?

HOW does POrtia's idea of herself compare with Bissanio's description of her'? (Seenes,1, and V).

How are minor characters used to aid in'the portrayalof major, charaeterS?

How is Shyloek transformed from a ridiculous to a sympathetic,chacharacter`?

Shylock's understandable bitterness at the world.in general reaches si cliMax persOnal
hatred be has for A ntonio. Note his words in Act I, Scene III, lines 106'4 29. Are there
evidences elsAvlicre in the play of unjustifiable 'bitternesS?

Suggested Activities

Dramat ize scenes selected by students' groups.40.
Memorize, sele4 lines.

Act III, Scene I, lines 47-;65
Act IV,Scene I, lines 189-207.
Act V, 'Scene I, lines 62-76
Act I, 'A;ene if, lines 11-24
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POETRY

);', .

Sound and Sense: Ai 'Introduction to Poetry

Advance ProgramEnglish 392

Behavioral Objectives

Using. Sound and Sense.: An Introduction to,Poetry, the.studeni will discuss two reasons why
poetry -may be 'described as an ancient and universal art form.

.

Using Sound and Sehse, the student will (1). list six reading and studytechniqUes which will
help one to understand and appreciate poetry; and (2) discuss in a paragraph(s) his personals.

success or lack of-success inaPplying these techniques in studying poems *this course.

Using a selected poem from Sound and,,Sense, the student will state and substantiate in a'.
multi-paragraph, theme his evaluation of the total Meaning, of the poem based on analysis of
form, technique, and language of the pciem.

Having studied various literary forms, the student will fist at leastZree characteristics of
poetry which distinguish it from other literary forms.

Textbook.

Perrine, Lawrence. Sound and Sense: AU Introduction to Poetry, (clis. 1 -4).

Ideas for Developmei t

L "What is Poetry?"

.A. Discuss the various dehnitiOns of a poem.

1. Poetry gives pleasure.

Poetry is more intense than ordinary language.

Poetry is concerned with experience.

4. Poetry doeS not have to gife moral instruoticU.,

5. Poetry is condensed and concentrated.

6, . Poetic language' is multidimensional.
o.



Athince Progrin,---English 392

. Discuss the differences between poetry and other. lite .ary forms.

C. Show differences between literary prose and expository prose.

D. Discuss the dimensions that poetry, achieves that literary prose does not

II. "Reading;the Poem"
3

A. :,StudY nrethods of ,developing ability to understand and aPpreciate poetry.

'."1i.end a poe'xn more than, once.

Have a iliciionary available when reading a poem.

Re:Ild a poem aloud.

Read poetry iVvith careful ,concentration.

Examine the Poen! to find its central theme and purpose.

Point,Out le speaker, the time, and Occasion of the poem.

Discussshr the central theme is achieved

nd Connotation"

Distinguish tlu three component parts of a wo'd

III. "Denotatiot

denotation, connotation, and Sound.

3

Show how an individual poet seeks to.use the most meaningful word.
o

Explain what the author means by "the shape,ithe eplor, and the flavor of,words."
-'

agery"

Discuss how imagery is effective in evoking vivid experience

B., An ze the vinous kinds ofithagery.

Suggested Activiti s

Listen to Lawrence Ferlinghetti's recording of "Constantly Riskirig AbS rdity:"

Answer gnestions 1-5-0. 20.



I-

abulary

apostr pbe
ballad
.euphOni ms
histriOnie

, hytierhole
metonymy

Advance Program -- English 392

Paraphrase the poein, "Is May Team: Ploughing)," by A. E. Housman ). 26.

Answer questiojs 1-2;pp. 44, 45.

/
Study the two versiorts of "The Written Word," p. 53.

Point ou ;exaniplesof imagery in each line of "Meeting at Night," p. 55.

Pind examplesp of imagery that pertain'to all sixmnses.
8s,

0 . ,
P nit out examples of imagery that make the abstract.mo e concrete.

,

paradox
paraphrase
penultimate
rhethric
synecdoche
synthesize

Ft.

*
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`Recordings

Filmstrips

Organizing Your Writing. EncyClotiaedia Britannica'Films, n.
Making TransitiOns in Written* COmpositiOns
Using Punctuation Marks

Beethoven, Ludwig Van. Symphony 'No. 3, "Eroica." RCA, n.d. LSC 2644.

Ferlinghetti, Lawrence, Constdh-tly Riskin 'Absurdity. Fantasy, n;d: LP 74.
' ...

HolbroOk;Hal. Marlo-Nain Tonightr Columbia, OL 5440,, 0

Schreiber, Morris. Uhaerstanding*and Appreciation of the Essay.. Folkways, n.d:

,$.hakespeare, The Taming of the Shrew. Caedmon, n.d. SRS-M211,
9.6



CI Uise, Stuart. The POwet!'of Words, New York: Harcburt, Brace & World, Inc., 1954:

ThePower of Words; New York: Harcourt, Brace World, Inc., 1938.

Chutes Marchette° Shakespeare of London. New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 1949;

Commission on -English. 12,000 Students' and Their. English Teachers: Princeton, N. J.: C llege
I; 'Entrance Examitation Board, 1968.

Durant,. Will The Story of Civilization. Vol. V:-,The Renaissance. New York: Simon & Shuster,
Inc., 1953.

tirsdansky, Michael. The Adventure of Language. Nevy York: Favvc/tt World Library, 196

New`
.

Granville-BaTker, Harley G' and G. B. Harrison. A Companion to Shakespeare Studies. New York: `
Cambridge University Press, 1959.

Greene, Jay E. Essays for Modern Youth. New York:. Globe Book Co., Inc., 1968:

Halliday, F. E. Shakespeare. New York: :Thomas YOseloff, Inc., 1961. ,

Hamilton; Edith. The Greek Way. New York: W. W;. Norton & Co., Inc, 1942.

Ityakawa,. S. I:Language in Thought and A;tion. .Ne.tv York: Harcourt, Brace &.Wor d, Inc., 1949.

Hilxley, Aldons: Words and: Their Meaning. Los' ngeles: Zeitlin& Verbrugge, 1946:

JenSen, Delarnar. Machiavelli.. Cynic, Patjiot or PolitiCal Scielst? Boston: D. C. ,heath Co., '1 960.

L'eavitt, Hart Day, and David A. Sohn. Stop, Look, and Write! New York: Bantam Rooks,'Inc.,
1964:

.

Niccol?). The Prince. Translated by Luigi Ricci and E. R. P. Vincent.'New York: The
/New American Library of World,Literature, Ino.,.1952.

McCrimmon, James-M. Writing with a Purpose. 4th ed. Boston: Houghton-114pin Co., 1967.
`

Perrino, Lawrence. Sound and Sense: An Introduction to Poetry. 3d ed. New York: Harcourt, Brace
& World, Inc., 1969. .

Sforza, Count Carlo. The Living Thoughts of MaChiavellt. NewYork: Fawcett World Library, 1958.
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, Shakeispeare, William. The Meiyhalit of Venice. Edited by Louis B. Wright and V-11-ginia A. LaMar,
The Folger Library General Reader's Shakespeare, New York: Washington Square Press, Inc

(r 1960.
S ton, Zan L., Jr. A,Compositibn Practice Book. Portland: J. Weston Walch PublOers, 1963.

Thurman, Kelly:Semantiq.. Boston:.Houghton Mifflin Co., 1960.

Warriner, ,John E.,. English Grammar. and Composition* Grade' 10. N NV York,, Harcourt, Brace $i..
Worlit-tric., 1950.

'Wood, Eatl F. Senioc English Review Exercises.. Cambridge, Mass.: Educators Publishing Service;
Inc.:1.964: ,' ,
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-. ENGLISH 393ADVhNi6E PROGRAM
MAN LEARNS TO COMMUNICATE MS IDEAS

,) ,

Cow-se Description

In. English 393 the student extends language skills in comprehension and theme ding;
concentrating on appropriate language usage and form in the writing of the essay He udies
number of different styles of literature through °which man coninnihicates his ideas: t essays
of Francis Bacon;giving special attention to his form, style, and word choice; thenovel
as a means of comkunicating thought,using A SeparatePeacease, a format; the communication
of ideas through the medium of drania, basing this stu(19 ph,,A Man for All Seasons and (*Our
'Town;. and the study of poetry with its figuratiVe4rigune, mussing allusion, tone, and
expression of ideas.

Prerequisite

English 391-and 392; eligibility for Adv

rz

t Program ind/Or teacher recommendation

Suggested Time Schedule

Composition:
A Composition Practice Book (pp. 83-106; essays 9-9)

Essay:
The Essays in Counsels Civil and Moral of Francis Bacon

Novel:
A Separate'Peace'

Drama:
A M n forAll Seasons
Our ow

1 week

3 weeks

2 weelcs

2 weeks
2 Weeks

Nary:
Sound and Sense: An Introduction to Poetry (chs. 5-10) 2, weeks

o. 72.

68.

° .0



Advance ProgramEnglish 393

General Objectives

Demonstrates language,skillS in comprehension and theme,,writing bY concentrating on the use
of correct language and form in the writing of the essay, .

Recognize s%) number of different styles of literature through which man communicates, his
ideas (i'04* essay, novel, modern drama and the poem),

Studies 'poetry as it relates to human experie ce in expressing' man's ideas, attitudes, and
feelings °by analyzing form, technique, and la guage of the poetry contained in SQudd and
Setise. 1

Behavioral Objeetives

GiN'ren essay assignments frOm A eornposition Practice Book, the student will follow the given
directions to write essays which demonstrate correct.use of language and form.

`Given selected works bf essayists of an earlier time (e.g., St. Paul, Plato, Seneca, Cicero,
Montaigne), the student will interpret man's communication of ideas through the essay as a
literary form by stating the main idea': of each essay andWriting a brief analysis of the method

. of development used in each essay.

Using information from independent 'research and/or class discussion, the stnderit will write
brief biographical sketches emphasizing the literary contributions of Francis Bacon and his
contemporaries (e.g., Spencer, Sidney, Marlowe, Shakespeare, and Jonson).

Having studied selected essays of Francis Bacon; the student will select a 'qvotation from one
of the essays and write a short paper illustrating its modern relei'rande.

}laving researched the history of the novel; the student will identify and discuss in a
multi-paragraph theme changes in social patterns that finally gave iMpetus to the establishment
of the.novel as a poPular literary fOrm.

Having researched the history of the novel, the student will list four major types of novels and
briefly describe unique characteristics of each

Having researched the history of the novel" the student will write a par ph(s) s mmarizing
evidence of changing emphases in novels (e.g., from plot in early novels to c aracters in
modern novels).
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Advance ProgramEnglish 30-3

Followi crass discussion and comparative study of the novel and other literary lbrms,
especiall the short story and the drama, the student will identify and discuss, in a
multi-pa agrapli theme, at least three intrinsic characteristics of the novel that do not exist in
other lit rar-y forms,

.
Afteire ewing the effect of World War II on life in Arnerica and discussing related topics (e.g..,
the com lex nature of 'people in genetral, the problem of determining "Who am I "), the student
Will writ a multi - paragraph theme supporting ' or refuting the 'statement: Changes in man's
social p litical, and psychological ideas have virtually forced the writing. of newer and
different types of novels.

Using iniormation from independent research and/of class dikussion, the student will write
brief papers (1) summarizing information about New Hampshire :(i.e., manner of life,
geography, and climate) and discussing how the novel, A Separate Peace, communicates the
Social, political, and cultufal trends of the period upon which it is based; and (2) presenting a
biographical sketch of the author, JohnKnowles.

.

I

Using information from independent. research and/or class discussion on the life of Sir Thomas
More, the student will write paragraphs developing and S'Ubstantiating with specific examples
the thesis that More was "a man With an adamantine sense 8f his own self" (text, I), xi).

HavIntdread the textbook preface to fife .play and the* xt of the play, A Man for All Seasons,
as well as reference materials cbncerning the historica eriod which-is the setting for the play,
the student' will .summarize' the plaiiwright's stated aims and implied interpretations (e.g.,
existentialism, concept of t le hero) and then state and substantiate in a multi-paragraph theme
his evaluation ,of the pla wright's degree of success, in achieving the stated aims and in
presenting an accurate and n eaningful interprefation of the manand the times. '

Using information from independent research and/or class discussion, the student will write a
brief biographical sketch of Sir Thomas More noting the rnany\ facetScof his rich background
(e.g., family, academics, religion, politics).

. . .

FollOwingostudy of A- Man.:,for All SeasOns, the student will apply the Titeria for the personal
or philosophic essay as,studied in the composition unit as hewiites a eisonal essay which
attempts t \o answer the question, "Who anti?". ''''

'° Al 4" ,,,1 ' ". ,
,.

'And studying Our To, .n, the student will write a short parer using e amples from the play td
,

evaluate 'the extent which Thornton Wilder achieves his initial purp se (i.e.? `-`to preSent the
relationship of small daily events against the rxispective.of eternity ").

.,-

After studying; Our Town., the student will Select one or more characters from the' play and
write *a amulti-parfagraph theme,* citing exa:mple scenes or lies to describe how Wilder develops
charaCterization through dialogue.

.
After studying A Man for All Seasons and Our Town; the student Will (revise a list of elements
of modern drama; citing illustrations from theplaysfin each of the element's liSted:

'17 4

O
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Using Sdund and Sense; An Introduction to Poetry, the student will define figurative language
and cite three or more examples of figurative language in everyday speech, and three or more
examples from poetry, and state the literal meaning of the figure of speech in each instance.

Using poems from 'Sound and Sense, the student will cite at least three exaMples which show
him allusions can reinforce the content and ideas of poetry:

Having studied various literary forms, the student 'ill- list at -least three characte istics of
poetry which distinguish it from other literary( forms.

I

`,1



Behavioral Object've

COMPOSI'T'ION

A Composition Practice Book

Advance ProgramEnglish

Given essay a, signments from A Composition Practice Book, the student will fo pw the gilren
directions to 'to essays Which demOnstrate correct use of language and form.

eXtbook

Skelton, Zari-L., J A CompositiOn Practice Book, pp. 83-97.

Background Studs(

Review and

Ideas for DevelOpment

A

e textbook the section entitled. "Writing the Essay," pp. 51-60.

What is an informal ess.

What are some suitable to ics for informal essays?

What is an ideal world? This uss the several rainific4ions of this topic,

What are some famous quotations? Discuss.
r

What are sonic topics' on *hie i you would like to write?

guggested Activities

D

Write aninformal essay on the subject of your choice, following specific directions on
p. 83 of Skelton.

Write t essay. entitled "The World I'd like to Live In," following specific directions
on p. 83 Skelton,

ChoOse a quotation and write a composition aro I it, following specific directions
on, p. 9k of Skelton,

Write two original essayS oh-subjects of your own loice, following specific directions on
p. 97 of Skelton.

7.6
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Study models cif informal essays; discuss these in class.

Advance ProgramEnOiah 393

Find examples of informal essays in magazines and in hewspapers.

Talk to outsiders about their definition .of an ideal world and share with the class what
you find. ,

1 T.

., ...

4,,
1

1' Bring a list of famous quotations to class and discusa the meaning of each.
. ,

\

Make'original quotations and discuss with class.
-

Vothbulary

expression pithy
frivolous quotatio

'ideal , ' stimulate
light essay utopia



4SSAY

The Essays? of Counsels civil'and Moral of FraneisBacon

Behavioral Objectives
y.

Given selected wOrks of essayists of an earlier time (ex., St. Paul, Plat w Seneca, Cicero,
Montaigne), the student will interpret man's communication of ideas through the essay as a
lituary, form by stating the main idea of each essay and writing a brief analysis of the method
of development used in Each essay.

Using.information from independent research and/or class discussion'', the student wi I Write
brief biographical sketdhes emphasizing the literary contribu ions of Francis B-acorn nd his
contemporaries (e.g., ,Spencer, Sidney,9Marlowe, Shakespeare, nd Jonson),

0

:Having studied selected essays of Francis Bacon, the student will select a quotation frotti one
o he essays and write a short paper illustrating its modern relevande.,

Textbook

'Bacon, 'Francis. The Essays of Counsels Civil and Murat of Francis Bacon;

Other Sources

Connolly, Francis, ed. The Typ s of Literature. . .

Durant, Will. The Story of Civirzation. Vol II: The Life of Greece.
_,.. The Story of Philos° hy. I

0

Jameson, Robert V., ed. Essays Old and New. ,

. ..

ackgrOund Study.

ethan period

reoccupation with ideals

,e1' : Rise of humanistic philosophy

COlonial expansion

The essay as a form

-14.)

6
v



Essayists of an earlier time

,6

Proverbs

Letter of-St Paul

Plato'l Dialogues
A.

Seneca's'On Providence"

Advance Program' nglish 393

deerb-'s "Qp Friendship"

ntaignet's "Of Sleeping"
\ N

The lif f

Bacon:

ac

c n 9rhporaries

penser

44

Marlowe

Shakespeare

I

W

Jonson
c, 0

. t
Suggested essays for study

.

"Of Revenge':

"(,f Adversity"
v _

"Of Nature in Men"

"Of,GredtPlfice"

:'Of

"Of Ambition"

"Of Suspicion"

"Of Wisdom f A 's Self ",

"Of inter"

O
75
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"Of Delays"

"Of Custom and Educa ion"

"Of Friendship

"Of Marriage and Sid,* Life",

Adv ance ProrramEnglish 393

"Of YOiithand. Age" '
"Of

- .

Idea's f Development

li

Pericles was pictured as the perfect man by Plutarch. Contrast Plutafch's views of perfection

and the time during which they were formed with Bacon's perfectidnist ideas and the
Elizabethan times.'

Bacon has been called the "father of modern Science." What evidence can be gathered from his

writing to justify this title
"

Many of, Bacon's commenTs on achieving perfetion as a man and as a leader of men are
opposed to those presented \ by Machiavelli; others ate similar. Compare Madhiavelli's writings
and.Bacon's essays, "Of GreatPlace,"11Of Revenge," ar0'"Of Empire."

From these essaysl selectspteific examples witch reflect the Elizabethan preoccupation with
'. 1

the ideal.

Suggegted Activities

Many of Bacon's ideas and much of his philosophy can be applied to contemporary' men
and events. Select one of the following quotations'and write a short paper illustratingits

.

. Modeynrelevance.

:

''This is cert th, that a man that stud.leth' revenge keeps his own wounds green which

otherwise, ould heal cnd doWell.; (p 24)

. . . for Prosprity'doth ut dfscove,r ViCe, but Adversity doth but discover virtue."4 " '

(p. 25)

Paragraph one from "Of Great Place:" (p. 38)
, ,,

,`,`For corruption; db not onl'sf'
,

-obind thine own hands or thy sery ants' hands from
taking,but bind Ihe hands of suitors also from.offering." (1,10. 39 -4Q)

, 1 tie 9

"There is nothing'makes a man suspect much, more than tokhow little; .*. ." p. 95)

8 0 E
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Often individutil sentences,in Bacon's essays lend, themselves eo forming topic sentences
for other paragraphs. Select a sentence from one of his essays which could be expanded
into a paragraph and develop this paragraph in an ,essay style which closely resembles
Bacon's. .

AdirancoProgtamIlinglisli'93

Vocabulary

affinity
alacrity
bash
depraved
diminution
disproportion
eccentric
epistolary essay
felicitieq
feigned
formal essay
gnomic essay
informal essay

inscrutable
ostentation
parsimony
perempto.ry
perfidious
personal essay'
pinioned
poesy
-retrograde

7/7.'- sequester
c/- sufficiency

venomous,
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NOVij,

A ,S'eparate Peace
-

Behavioral Objectives

Having. fesearched the history 'of *theethe novel, the strident will tify and discuss in iv'
multi-paragraph theme changes in social patterns Mitt finally gave impet to the establishinent-:

.
of the novel as a popular literary form,

, r, :/ , .: .

1 \ 7/ Hay' ing researched -tlillis.' tory of the novel, the stu ent will list foiir major types f novels 'and
'-'4' briefly,deseribe unique Characteristics of each.

O

. .

Haviir researched theitistoxy of the novel, thestudent will write a paragraph(s) Summarizing
f evidence of ehatiging emphases .in- rievc:1S. .e.,g., from plot in early novels to 'characters in.,

;: modern novels): . .

Following class discussion and Comparative Study. of the4 novel, and ms,fliteraryterary or
. -,

.especially the short story and the. drama, the student wilpideritifyi and diScuss,:, in a
multi-paragraph theme; at least iliree,intrinsic characteristics of the nevelthat do not exist
other literary. forms.' , °. '

e

,.After reviewing the, effect °Medd/War II on lifeiin America and'dis ssing related topics
the complex,riature of;people In general, the tuoblerp of deterrnining Who ant 1"), the student
will write -it multi-paragraph ,theing siiPporthig or refuting the, statement: .Changes int;man's

.political, and plYchelegieal 'ideas have '..virtually forced the viriting ef,,neWer and
different types of novels., tt

Using infervation from independent -research and/or class discussion, the".;stUdent will write
brief paperp (1) stuninikizing. Informatio,tvabout NON Hampshire , (i.e., ner of life;"
geography, and cliinate) kid iiischSsing hoVv'the novel, A Separate Peace, co/ unicates the
social, political, and cultural trends 'of the' period' upoir, which it is based; and. (2) presenting a
biographical sketch of the author, khn.Knowles,'

Texttidok

Know les

444

Background Sturdy

. °

Research the1nSiory of the novel,
. -

Show the unique characteristics of these four.,major types of novels:. historical, romantic,
Psychological, and sociological,



,

*
b
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Compare the novel to other literFy fon-in:especially to the short story and to the drama.

Discuss the changing emphases in novels (e.g., Trani plot in early novels \to characters in
,modern novels),

Review the effect of World War II on life in America.

,,
Research life,in private boarding, schools for bOys.

VW'
Reh\te information about l4w*I-lampshire (i.e., manner of life, geography, and climate).

If in,sufficient information Ja,avanable about the author, review the brief sketches found in
Cliff's Notes, Teachers' Study uide fo °r A Separate Peace.

Ideas for DevelopmcInt

Title

a.

What..is the "separate peace? ("Separate peace" may refer to peace within, the solving pf
inn conflicts as one grows into maturity, or peace fOUnd in the prep'chodls away from
the violence and death of war; see p. 128°.)' .

'Where did the title originate? (The title comes from Helningway's charactet) Nick Adams,
in In Our .Time

\

Is the title appropriate fbr'the story?.

Theme. fir. '

Discuss the classic' them&the Greek idea of personal freedom and individual fulfillment. '

What of the Christian thenie--the fall from innocence?
4

"Examine the war tlieme.!'

aQ

Nation against nation (Wsorld War II)

Youth against the establishment

Individual against individual

Individual agaiost himself



Character analysis

Discuss the, complex nattire of people in general.

Advance Prograrn--English`393

To whom does "1" refer? (A brief discussion of poirirocview might be appropriate.)

is the, character of Finny thoroughly developed? Is re. a separate character or a part of
Gene?

ro

°

What purpose does each minor charat:terserte?

Symbolism

What is the significance of-the names of the characters? 4

ld Phineas represent innocence or could he represent evil?

N

Ifthe tree represents Inowledge, why did.Phineas force. GCne to jump?
I

How are the Devon Aiyer (fresh-water) and the'NaguarrisettRiver (p011uted, salty, and

sticky) Used syniboliCally?.
.

o

Why was the Winter Carnival' (p. 428) called Phineas' "choreography of peace"?

Why did. Knowles not deVeloP some of his characters completely?

In what ways doe'S the,author manipulate the"elements to help or hinder the plOt?

Discuss other. devices used by the author (e.g,, flashback,:figures of speech, diction,
Geshadowing, and ambiguity or love and hate, friend arid enemy, and good and evil).

Suggested Activities

Give oral reports on David Copperfield and Goodbye, Mr. C74ips for other persPeCtiveS o

private boarding-school life,

Cosmopo/itan (May, 1956, pp, 74-79) contains the short story "Phineas" by John
".... Knowles from which he wrote hiS novel. As a special assignment, read and report on this

work, comparing it with the hovel, :o f

Prepare a.list of sYnOnyms and antonyms which compare.apd contrast the .following pairs ,"

of charaeters: Phineas aft(1 Gene; Phineas and Leper, atd Brinker and Leper.
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Use the following suggestions for composition: '"s

The necessity and effect of freedom

The attitudes of youth toward war

The expitriences that help young people to ',mature



Behavioral Objectives

Using information from independent research and/or class discussion on the lift of Sir Thothas
More, the student will write paragraphs developing and substantiating with specific exam_ ples
the thesis that More was "a man with an adamantine sense of his own seir "(text, p. xi),

Havingvad the textbook preface to the playand. the text of the play,.4 Manfor:All Seasons,
as well as referende materials concerning the lif4toricalerfod which is, the setting for the pl4y,
the. student will summarize the playwrigrit's stated aims and timplied iRterpretations
existentialism, concept of the hero) and then state and substantiate in a VIti-paragraph tbeint
his evaluation of the playwright's degree of success an achieving7P the stip(' ,aims and in
presenting an accurate and ineaningful interpretation of the man and thefimes,

Using information, from independent research and /or class disetission, the stiadent 411wrife a
brieAf biographical sketch of Sir Thomas More noting the many facets:of his rich background
(e.g., family, academics, religon, politics). 4

Following gudy. of A Man for All Seasons, the student will apply ,theivriterid,for,the;Personal
or 'Philosophic essay as studied in the compo unit as be Aviles a Personal essay which
attempts to answer the question, "Who an) rr7.,

Bolt,. Robert. A' Man for All .5eavon,s.'

Background.Study

Research the hiStorical backgrOund.of\King Henry VIIIthe man, his divorce front,Catherine,
and the aftermath.

I

Research Sir Thomas More as'' a historical.figure.

'scuss Bolt's interpretation of existentialism.

me, familiar with.Robert Bolt's concept cif the hero,



Y

Ideasfor. Devel6Pmerili.

Act
=

A

Advance\ProgramE ich

Some critics feel 411at the introductory remarks by the Common Man at the beginning of
this play alienates the audience. Why?

How may Rich#rd assertion that "every man loos his Ace''''be considered the thesis
, of the play?

hat purpose is se 'rued by having the Steward explain the lharacters as they enters

Sir -Thomas More's recoMmendation to Richard Rich is that he should become a teacher;
what kind of recommendation does Rich really desire? I

0,

How is it obvious that Si r Thomas More is as much Cardinal Wolsey's enemy as the .

Cardinal is More's enemy? How does More handle his- hostility toward the Cardinal as
contrasted with the Cardinal's approach to More?

What two sides' df More's personality arc revealed by the following answers try Wolsey's
question, "The King needs a son, What are we going to do-ab ut it?"

,'
"I'm very, sure the King needs no advice from me on hat o do about it."
(Text, p. 12).

° "I pray for it daily." (text, p. 12.)

What aspect of More's personality is revealed in his first interview with Roper, Margaret's
boyfriend? n.0

,

How- does the Steward earn his money? What is the 'irony involved in the Steward's
response when he tells Chapuys that he, the Steward, serves only one master, not two?

What are the poetic images Robert Bolt uses to depict certain concepts,in the play (e.g.,
Superhuman context is the sea and water and anything ifivolved with these two things; in
contpast; society is' the -figure of dry land as discussed in Preface, v. 4i.)?.' Note lienry'.
statement on p. 27 of the text.

What picture offleriry'ernerges from. the intervicw.v,vith More at Chelsea?
(

'How is it obvions le More has a healthy fear .of the King? How does More flatter, the
King?

Y

'What is More's attitude, toward the law? (Although the law is hot p6ifect; it offers the
best system we have of regulating society; it keeps ciVilization.frbm returning to the laws
of thejungle.) . " ,

,,, ' , - i,
,

'
. .

How good a judgei.of men is Thomas Cromwell, as revealed in his conversation with Rich
it the end of Act I? Why do some critics feel that the end of Act I is melodramatic?,

' 87 . 4

83
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Q ) -, e

Ho;)Oes More react to Cicapuys', and Norfolk's 'visits to his home at the beginning of this --

act? (He is , unsmiling and realizes Serious, matted are at stake to deny the Act of .
'.,.ppremaey is to break a law regarditle as vitally important.) :

. ,

Alice's outburst is an indication of What facet of h6r personality?
i .
0 . .

Why is More .so grateful For the phrase,"so far as the law of God allows" in the Act of
Supremavy? Why is the exact wording of the oath of allegiance so important to him?

. . .

What 'does Roper mean when he says,.."We, don't need to .know- the wording. We know'
what it will mean." (Discuss "the- possible hypocrisy involved in obeying the letter of the
law when disagreeing with its.spitit.). .,

. .

What ,did you eexpect Matthew to do whdn More reduced his wages? What does-Matther's
reaction, to his misfortune reveal about his .personality as shown through-his soliloquy?

.

. : . '' .

i What .is ominous about Cromwell's reply; "The King does not agree with you," to
.. -"Ncirfolk's statement, "I still say let sleeping dogs lie.'"?

, : ,z, 4 ,, . - , .

{ 7-'7 "rlt is --obvious in their convetsations that) both Cromwell and ('liapdys are not slrrewd
ugh' to see, a third alternative for 'Mote to choose.. However, what alternative does

I.

ore' see? CsileRee under thc4law) !, -- , %,..,

0
7 .

now is theitl,ithor's' imagery Used again t t More's reforencesIto hind, thickets, and,,places-
to hide? Ilaw-Sokiety) In speaking of the;,, open:" se, what sifiference "is he making?
(principles by 404 some men liVe) HOW dd's tlti; in igety on 15.7 reflect Was' sense
of Safety to 1) found in legal institutions? ..0. . .

/
0 ,... ,.

!Why does More's faee',go ashen dtiringCromvAll's readingpf,t1le King's statement? Clext,
p. 618,1_ 4 , 'i 4 1

/
4,

a ..
'/

Wh (foes More say that iiis Pnatural bushressiji .ts in escaping"?
`.L

W does Alice tell Mor, rshe ill 11 te him !when he* is gone?
___. --....._

Why is More's outburst (p. 85) so pwsionate?'
. i

0.4 . ,, - 0 , .

There comes a point where More- m st stand h
him? (Rixt, p..81.)

What does tiri oath mean to More? Why can he n more swear to Henry's marriage than he

can change the color of his elks? I . .

,\oint come for
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,

What doe the trial of More show? (More erred in thinking of man's law as some sort of
distillatidn of human wisdom rather ,than a set of rules which can be changed arbitrapily
and, capriciously at the whim of those Who hold power.)

What'impudent suggestion (p. 94) is contained in the Common Man's closing remarks to .

the, audience? (Since, like him, we are alive and breathing, we may aIsd becommon men
and, in recognizing him, may,also recognize ourselves.)

Concluding ideas

Why does Built start the play with the Common .M,an? How does he contrast so sharply
with Sir Thomas More throughout the play?

In ali his many roles: steward, boatman, jailer, and eXeCutioner, who is the Common
Mans concern?

How would you deskibe the Common Man's philosophy: "Better a live rat than a dead
lion"? Is the Commo%Man's "coition sense!' approach really the ideal way for a man to
live and "be'.'

Suggested Activities

Develop an essay on the topic, "Thomas More: the Relucta

In an essay compare Sir Thonias More with William Roper. oes More at times see
hesitant where Roper is extremeiy. sure of himself? What is ironic about Roper s
certainty?

rage the rise of Richard Rich from Norfolk's _librarian' to Attorney-General of W les.
What price does he pay for preferment? Why, of all the statesmen in the play, is Ric' the
tine who dies in bed?

Pretend you are Sir T tomas More; yot have been invited to lecture at a college r centlyi
diiturbed by riots; 'write the speech you would give, What would you have to so about
the use of force in a just cause?

a

Develop one or more Paragraphs using the following to sentences:

"Every man has his pricer"

It is (is not) possible to like a person very much while disliking his ideas.

Thelaw is (is not) the best'way we have of regulating society.

The average man is (is not) a pretty poor s4cimen.
.

"The law is not an instrument of any kind." (Pro or con)
.

do none harm. And if this.be not enough to keep a man alive,
not to live." 8
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Write a report on King Henry VIII, using at least three different sources'. Include a
bibliography at the end of 'the paper.

See the film version of A Man for All Seasons and write a review of it

Using the approach of a contemporary newspaper, write a news story with headline about
either the sentencing, or the execution of Sir Thomas More.

r.

If there are any students in class willing to defend the position4hat More's actions were
either foolish or Unnecessark,.organize a debate on the question of his dying for the cause
lie did. In the debate Compare with Mor6'S concept of the law that of Clarence' Darrow
who said, "Those wild have the power to' do something' haVe the right to do.it." Who is
right? Was More's idealistic stand foolish?.

AAA

aesthetic
chagrined
demur
depracating
dispensation
exp,ostulation
furtive
heretic
licentious.
plidly
unremitting

Act II

ambiguities
apostolic
corroborate
degradation
fastidious
heinously
infrangibly
jocosity
perjure
portentous
Pragmatist
recapitulate
sloth
splenetic

t
' truculent
vestige
1.



Behavioral (Objectives

After studyiniv, Our Town, the student will write trshort paper using examples from the play to
evaluate the extent to which Thornton Wilder achieves his initial 'purpose (i.e ("to present the
relationship of small daily events against the perspective of eternity'

,

DRAMA

Our Town
tt

Advance 1,) rogramEnglish 393

After studying 00 Town, the stndent will select ,one mpr ore characte4 from the play and
Write a multi-paragraih theme, citing example scenes or lines to describe hOW Wilder develops
cha'racterization through dialogue.

After studying A Man for All Seasons and 00 Town, the student will devise a list of elements
of modern drarnN citing illustrationsfrom the plays for each of the elements listed;

TextbOOk

Wildr, Thornton, Our Town.

B ack grou nd Study
o

-.1... 'r
I /

.. Research the life of 'Thornton Wilder; his plays, The Skin of Our Teeth and The Matchmakgr;
and his novel; The Bridge of San, Lt . . ..

w. 1 ('. .. _...: .
. Research. ihe Greek and Elizabethan traditions of dramatic "freedoln.offdace as.compared to

Wilder's use of this technique.

Becothe familiar.with additional Modern AMerican playwrights such
Arthui Miller, and others.

Ideas for Development
.

t

/

Tenpessee
D.

What is the flinction of. the'Stage Manager in.Our TOwn? .

What simple staging does Wilder use to convey the fact that the Gibbses and Webbs are close
neighbors?

For what reason does the Stage Manager give us, the exact geographical location of Grover's
Corners?
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.

,

ih les the fart that the people of, (iroltei's Corners 'have 1.6 .q11.11* onlynclaim to (;IAIIRUU then

appreqiation ,,s )1' ,A.I.eli 1,(n1 ,i af;.Rdfintismi Crtisfie, ttie1311-69 Ilar 1416n; "1,4M)," ally .,"Will'Aiek',,

MOtiltit" reveal :Inything;a,bout them?
. . . - :.

. . ,
6 .

How dot'.; tidy Woh ling Of (ieorgt. and. Emily portray the close --sPuitu:ii t.tud emotional tin
welding the people of this ,?tnall toval togethet ? -.--

lbw does the town's reacthm to Eunly.'s,d I at:mom:hate: its uluty iu tragedy as well as in
litppiness?

What hw Emily learned fm in her 1rrief "visit" to tlld laindl Of the living,ps-tkwhihr;ophy,,"to.
make the nuEit Ait* eVery apPlieable t theme:of this -scone?- Why? (Refle;,uCh the

Lazarus :teeth:int Luke 1931.) .

a .

now does Wilder's treatment of "reliving.(me's 10" eoinpare with .Nathaniel llawthorne"s in
his story, "Dr lieidegger's E.;xperiment, in yvhich a group of elderly people. are given a chance
to relive their youth by drink* a.potion?

. .
A

g
How does e. iole of the prOpertY man in Chinese plays compare with the Stage ,Manager in

with-the role of narrator 4)r announcer who "sets the stage" in a radio drama?

HOW did Wilde'-8 Use of the Multli-level S nikesPearean stage help both to unify and speed the
° action f a pidate:00n?

Cite exat4k, of flashbaCks aiu flair: froth 0
timelesimesS" the play. flow (tie or also tra
of Our reqth?

r Town that impart ."changelessness and °

scend time and space in his play, TO skin

In what ways ,is the enactment-of the role of Eriply a particularly diffituh or challenging one? .-,
Deseribe the scenes in the pla-S, ,which require -unusual acting skill or direction.

I .
One critic Titates that the vie' of man in Our Town .is essentially tragic. Do you agree or,.
disagree? Why or why dot?

WIL does Wilder. purposely fulie the past, present,'and future in Our T7Wn?
.

,

In the', opening "neWs", of Our Town, oneof the, first ,things we h ar is that .twins have been
bornin Polish town. What ,themes does this news, together with e news, of Emily's death in
Act III, suggest?

z
Is iNilder's device of having questioxis from the audience. effective? Would it work differeotly
whiNa- stage like flibie found in most hi schools,t )lay?

Rebecca tells .her brother, that -the.pos man delivered a letter addressed:.". . Janie Crofut; The
Crofut. Farm; Grover's' Cdine.rs;'Su n County; New`llampshire; United States of America
Continent of North. estein Ilethispliere; the Earth; the Solar System; the Universe; ,

0 .

the Mind of God, "-"What is the meaning of this unusual addres's?
.1

9 2

O

4

S



. .
'Pk .

Wilder cfills Act I "Daily Life" and Act II I vc and Marriage." Me. these- tit es appropriate?
What ,would you call Act III? #

, o. , .

Iii tlic opening of Act II the Sta' Manager quotes it Middle V4st poet as saying, "You've got
t to love life to have and yOu've,got to have life to love life: ..It's a they call a vicious

c:ircle." Could this quotatforr be the theme of Our Town?

A parent-child conflict is referred' to by Dibbsiwilisay relation a father to a son
is the damnedest, awkward-est--." dud by Mrs. Gibbs, who am ers, " a mother and a
daughter's no picnic. . . ." Do you find this conflict realiStic?

What commentary on humanity is found in the Stage Manager's statement, "Whenever you
comp near the human race, they's layers and layers of nonsense.. ."?

.
What is the Stage Manager talking about when he says, ". . . everybody knows in them bones
that soinething is eternal, and that sometliing,has,to do with.human being's"?

How true are' these `observations: As she relives her twelfth birthday, Emily says, ". Qh,
earth, you're too wonderful fol. anybody to realize you." She then asks the Stage Manager,
"Do any human beingstver, realize-life while they live it?every; ever minute?"

Suggested Activities

Writhig character sketch critiques
1.

In your opinion; do you believe that Wilder relies'Ioo heavily on the Stage Manager
to carry and interpret the action? Would you have modified this role in any way? If
so, how? ! -

.

How convincing and effective is George Gibbs in his rol6 of'"hero" of,the play? Do
youlbelieve that Wilder;should have made him more forceful?',Why or Why not?

Have you qver known a physician.like Dr. Gibbs? Describe his personality and m
of practice. Is such a-type commonitoday; in your opinion?

Compare the characterization of Mrs. GiblA with Mary. WilkinsTreeman's-portrayal
of a farm woman in her short story, "The Revolt of Mother."

Do you believe that a small-tOwn editor can exert a greater influence' on the minds
of his readers than his "big - city" counterpart? If so, to What-extent? How influential

-do you think Editor Webb was?



,
Which of the two chapiCters; Mrs- Webb or Mrs. Gibbs, dwis Wilder create. more

? Dc!.,Cribe the Yolationship betwk,..en the two woiri Thi? -

1,

Why i> Silfloa a pathetic diameter? What pc !Rive (puilitie!, did he
poy-,eNI, to milie the tilwmPeople tolerate iir;lack of stability?'

(.
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Other composition topics

'Assume that the editOr-of Emily. Wp1Th' high school yearbook has been asked to
write a brief sketch of her as he reirieinbered her. What aspects of her) personality
'might he have stressed? llow might her teachers have rethenthered -her?'

./
. . .

., .

Have youever visited a ,twentie.th century version of a town like 'Grover's Ckrners?
bescribe your iMpressions'olit,

4..

What twentieth century tachnological aavances have had the dreatest effect in
changing the. "face and spirit of towns like Grover's Corners"? In what ways have
these chartges been beneficial? In what ways have they not been so?

Wilder has long -been: an admirer` of the iShak*earean stage and the flexibility it
Offers fo the ,dramatist. ,To , what extdnt does he incorporate features, of the
Shatespearean theatre in the staging orour 'bvviz?

Do 'you agree with the statement of a critic, that in Pur Town "The scenes of daily
life, love, marriage, and. burial of the dead are the cyclical life-rituals of men' in all
times and places"? Support your answer.

1
Do you believe that, aIthough the rnaidcharacters in Our. Town live worthy. lives,,
they fail to 'Make the mOst. of their capabilities? Support your answer,

Critics' quotations for suggested essays
,,

". . Mr. Wilder's is a remarkable play; one of thesagest, warmest, and most deeply
human scripts to luive come out of our theatre:"

, John MasOn Prown

"Wilder cultivated and sophisticated mind reduce's our human complexity to it
irreducible sinfplicity"

Joh). 04ssner°

"Our Town is . .. a kind of religious festival .. . celebrating life."
.

"The play is a hymn to °everyday living and its potentialities.'

Rex Burbank

--Bernard Grebanier

"There go..all of,us, not,'but for the grace of God,' but 'by the grace of God."'
--Broas Atkinson

6
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Other Activitio';

Encourage and asigii oral readings in class -of the oha,racters' roles:

Ask students to draw Or construct aleplica of a possible stake setting for Our 7own.
. , .

`View the films of Our Town, Our Town and Our Universe and Our Towit and.. /Ourselves. .,
. ...
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Sound and 'ense: An infrodue ion to) Poetri >

.

. ,

Using Sound and Sensei zin introdueihmlq Poctiy,.the 4iudent will definefigtirative lant4age
and' cite three or more examples of figurative languagein everyday speech; and threeOr'inoi7e
examples from poetry, and state fhb literal meaning of the fig,ure.:91,:speegh in each. instance.

Using poems from Sound and Sense, the student will cite at '16ast three ex: mpres which show
hoW allusfons can reinforce the content and idiRis of pOetry...

.

Having studied various literary forms, the student will list at least three chatac eristies 'of,

poetry which distinguish it frpin otherliterary forms.

Textbook

-Perrino-, Laurenco. Sound and Sense: An lntroductior

ideas'fOr Development

"Figurative language"

Define discuSs, and give "examples ofthe following:.
d

metaphor, A,
metonymy. .personification
synecdoche,. symbol
;allegory paradox
overstatement understatement
irony

Explain low figurative language affords, us imaginative pleasu

Show how figures ,of speech bring additional imagery into verse.

Discuss how figures of speech add emotional intensity.

Compare and contrast cmage, metaphor, and symbol .

Discuss how- meanings relate to symbols as-connotations Mate to words.
, -

DiscpSs the pitfalls, of misinterpreting symbols.



ti
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Interpret the statement: "It is better to miss a symbol now `ind then tan to walk
constantly among shadows and mirages." (Tent, p. 90.)

Point out the difference between allegory and symbol.

'W'k at conditions and circumstances are involved in a paradox?

air the value of paradox.

Uift rentiate th various kinds of irony-.

'Con pare sarcasm and,satire.

Show how allusickns are a means of reinforcing the content an ideas in poetry.

Discuss the statement: "He (the student) will find that every increase in knowledge Will

broaden his base for understviding both literature and life." (Text, p. 138.)

"Meaning and Idea"

Explain what the author means by the term "totatexperience of a poem." (Text,' P. 149.)

Why does the reader often like a-poem whose idea he disagrees with?

Discuss the statement: "The value and Worth of a poem are determined by the value of
the total experience, not by the truth or,the nobility of the idea itself." (Text, p. 149.)

"Tone"

Discuss various tones such as playful, solemn, mocking, reverent, calfn, or excited.

Account for the differences in tone between, two poems with similar content (e.g.,,"The
Unknown Citizen" and "Departmental," pp. 127, 129).

V

Explain what is meant by shift in tone.

Suggested Activities

Interpret the figurative quotations on p. 73.

Explain th'e two syinbolical levels of interpretation in "You, Andrew Marvell" by
Archibald MacLeish, p. 88.

Determine whether the word sleep in the poems listed on pp. 93 and 94 is literal,
metaphorical, or symb,olical. e

9 7

93

0
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DiSClIsSlile use of symbhls in "The Second Coming" by W. B. Yeats, p. 104. 4 .

Give exampli.yof sarcasm, ver0a1,irony, satire, dramatic irony; and irony or situation.

Point out the symbols and irony in "Ozymandias" by P. B. Shelley, p. 118.

Write an objective newspaper account of the poem "Out, Out" by Robert Frost, p. 135.

Look up the mythical_ allusions in "Leda and the Swan" by W. B. Yeats; p. 140.

What allusions to Christ does A. E. Housman Make in the poem, "The Carpenter's Son,"
p. I43'?

Contrast the ideas presented in "Barter" by Sara Teasdale, p. 150, and "Stopping by the
Woods on a Snowy Evening" by Robert Frost, p. 151. A

Compare poems of different tones but similar content.

Lxplain the shift in tone in "Lave," p. 176.

Vocabulary

allegory paradox
apostrophe paraphrase
ballad penultimate
euphonious n rhetoric
histrionics simile
hyperbole symbol
irony synecdoche
metaphor .synthesize
metonymy understatement
overstatement

94
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Films

Q.
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NONPRINTMIWIA
0

. , !

. ) . .
The following films are aVailable from th13.Jefferson Comity Board of 1iducation 16mm Film Library:

., ! tk

812.52
Our -.Our Town and Ourselves. -Encyclopaedia Britannic:a Films, 1959, 30 min, Color, .

Sound.

812.52. "
Oir Our Town and Our Universe., Encyclopaedia Britannic:a Films, 1959. 3.9,:min.

Sound.

Filmstrip . ,

Our Town: PbPular Science'Audio-Visuals, Inc., 1969. Color. No. 5014.

Transparency
c.

,Creative Writing Projectuals. 'Educational Record Sales, n.d. 24 transparencies.
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0,

,* .

Ben,dict, Stewart H. 4 .Teacher'';Guide to Modern: lirat a.. New YOrk: Dell Publishing Co., 1967
.40'

o.

Bacon, Franck, The L'ssays of CounSels Civil- and ;Moral of Francis BacOn.. Garden City; N. Y.:
DoUbleday & Co., Inc.,

. 0

Cli l.'s Notes Editors. Teacher's .Study Guide for A ,SeParate Peace. Lincoln, Nebr.,: Cliff's Notes,
.Inc., n,d,

Co rnolly, Eralicised. The Types of Literature. ChicagO: Harcourt; 'Brace & World, Inc., 1955.
, ,

ComthiSsion on English. 12;000. Students and Their English Teachers. Prir6eton4
Entrance Ex,amifidtion Board, 1968.

Cooper, Mildred Jo, Robert Edelin, and Norman McKenna, rots*" Rome to Eternity." Re.gii(n III
Drainatic.Enrichment Program-Study Guide: Louisville, ky:: Louisville Public Schools,19 6..

Corrigan, it op. "Masterpieces of ,.British Draina: `This Twentieth Century. New York: Del
Publishing Co., n.d.

o

Durant, Will The Story. of Civiliz firm Vol. II The Life of Greece. New York: Simon & Schu &ter,
1953.

a ,O.

The Story of PhilosOphy. New'York: Simon & SchuSter, Inti., 1953.,

GOlilmariii, John, and Mary RiVes Bowman. Adventures in American Literature 0 yrrrpic edition.
New York: Harcouit, Brace & World, Inc: 1958.

. ..
,Goldstein, Malcolln. The Art of Tlu;rnton Wilder. Lincoln, NON:: UniVersity of Nebraska Press,

1965:

Hildick, Wallace, With are. NeW York: David White Co., n,d.

Jameson, Robert V., E .ays Old and New Chicago Harcourt, Brace &

Knowles, John. A Separate Peace NeW York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1959.

Modem Plays -A ThematiC Approach. Englewood N. j.: Scholastic Book Services, 1969:,

Perrine, Lauren,Ce. Sound and Sense! An Introduction to PoetrY. 3rd ed:'NeW York: Harcourt,
1:v

. cl Brace & World, Inc:, 1969,
?,

/,

Slinonsbn, Harold*P. Writing Essays. New Y rper & Row, Publishers, Inc., n.
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Skelton, lan L.. , Jr. A (.;composition Praetice Book; Port Orid, Me,; J. WeSton Walsh, P

Taubman, Howard. The: Making,eif the Amerieqh TheatAe.

Wilde'r, Thornton'. "Some ThoughtS on Playwrigh it;." The Intent of the Artist:
Cen,teno. frinc'eton: Primiie fop 'University Pr ss, 1941..

. .

Our New Yofk Harper& RoW,Publishers, Inc., 1957;

blisher, 1963.

Inc., 1965;

ed by Augusta

.. 'Three Plays. New: York: Harper &Row, Publishers, Inc., 1962.

Periodicals

"The-Ameiyan Theater. Life. Septeiriber 7,.1962.

Arms ong,' Thomas. "A Teaching- Guide for A Separate Peace." School Paperback Jouiwal (April,

//1966), 14-15.

za-abbe, John K.."On.the'Praying Fields of Devdn." &Odd-Journal, III (Febr arY, 1963), 109-1.11,

James. "A Seitarate,reace: The. Fall,IxorritTnnocence.".English Journal ( ay , 1964); 313.

Greiling, Franzislp -Lynne. ' The Theffie, of Freegoin in A Separate Pede Enth Jurnl, LVI`g The
1967), 1269;1272.

o Guthrie, Tyrone. 'Me World -of Thornton Wilder." The New YO lc. Times magazine, November 27,
1955,

r

McLaughlin, 'Crank. "Teaching A Separate Peace." School Paperback Journal, I (October, 1964),
.18-20;

Mengeling, Marvin E. 'A Separate Peace: 'Meaning aid Myth." English Journal, .LVII
1969), 1322,-1329.

(December,

Witheringtono Paul. "A Separate Peace: A Study in Structural Ambiguity." English Jyr LIV

(December, 1965), 795-800.



OOK SF,LECTION'AND REHVALUATI6VPOLICY
.

°Objectives
., ,

The primary oblective of the school materials center is -.1: ent,

enrichAnd support the edficational program of the school.

The school materials ceuter,should'contribute to the-so4al inte4ectual,,

cultural and spiritual-development of -theStudents.

'Selection

Materials for the school materials center should be :Sege to bar ilibrorians

in coniultation with'admiriistrators,-supervisqs 'faculty a e studenti

and parents.

Reputable, unbiased, professionally 'prepared Selection aids iho: Id be

consulte4 as guides.
k

Criteria for, selection
H

'Selection should consider the needs ofrhe individual school bailed onTs
.

Knowledge of the curriculum= aid owriqueSts from admiiiiiiirators'and

.teachers. ,

'Consideration(should be given to individual Students based on..a UnoWiedger
of slementaryand secondary youth and on requests of parents and Students.

- ,

Seleetion shoUld provide for a Wide range of materialcon all leVels of

.difficultyi with's diversity of appeal and the presentation of different

points of view.
: .

The .instructiaial materials;:should have high literary..*alue.

Materials should have superior formai

Jefferson County Schools. Kit to Policies and Procedures for

Librarians. Louiiviile,.-gy.:1 Jefferson County Board ofEducation,4969..-

. : 1,1,

.

,.
It,



BOOK SELECTION AN!) WTERIAL REEVALUATIONTROC!bURES

Revised June 27, 1969

We seek to educate young people in theAemooratio tradition, to fester a roWnitiOn
, A

of individual freedom and social resporwibility, .to inspire meaningful awareness

of and respect for' the. Constitution and the Bill of RighEs, and to instill-appreci-

ation of the valued of individual personality. It is,recognized that these
democratic values oan bestbe transmitted, in an atmOspherewhfch is free froin
censorship and'artifiCial restraints `upon free inquiry and learning'and in whith
academic freedom for teacher.and'sludent ip encouraged..:.

It isjurther recegniZed.that there are areas of such a controversial' or question-

able nature thdt some restraints upon complete academic Ireedom are necessary.

The JeffersonCounty Board of Education wishes tO.meet ignorance hatred and

,prejudice not with more rgnorance, hatredand prejudice; but with, understanding,

SPQdneds, and reason. Therein' no individual will be 'allowed toiMpOse his ' .

personat views in any suhjeCt.are4, and the best professional behavior and
indiVidual thonghtWill,ba,expected at all times.- When politicalmoraI or

. Social problems arise within ,thetlasaroom as topicsOf discussion,or,stu0,-.

opportunities for opposing point1 view must be provided.

The Board of Education dopa not a4olic of censorship, but a practice
, .

: of. judicious selection of materials, eco(be used with studentsin'the classrooms
,,of Jefferson County Publithools, and Wantsonly.to be helpful to the Uache
in providing-good learning experiences for cloys ancigirlt. Teaches uses
:peUdent judgment in determiningwhether Inaterials are of such nature and Shan

auhMit-itemstd their principal and supervisors for approval before inclusion

in their iOtructional:rogramS., Should Such-material be'selected for inclusion
in a teachercurriculUm guide, and obje tions tp, sa eVOlyethe.9Board. insi is

. 1
. . :.:,

upon the folloWing.

Indiyidualainvolvediwillbeprovi4d.
, .

disctu
.

nit y to discuss; -the matter

fully with ;local school personnel.-

:

7-

4 ., I

The materials reevaluatienl)recedurel*IL e initiated and conclusions
reported to theptheoli a_nd. indWiduals inVerved%- See attached 1100W
SELECTION AND MATERIALS REEVALUATION POLICY,!" ,,,

. 4
With referente to library hooka par s and book selection,.thelorm:used,
in 1963-69 and the years beferemayA used., See attached CIMEWS
REQUES FOR REEVALUATION OFMATERIA14,-

\ ' '

Futthermove, in recognition,of M
scope of thisproblem, Board, encourages the

adMinistrations ef'the.local doh els to form panels of qualified persons, appoint
ed fairly (e..g., teacher, parentS and other sehoOl and community representatives),

to consider 'Materials to be used in the curriculumsithat-mi-glithave'en adverse

:effett:on students.. Ih:addition,the tnard 4uggestS that individual,gthool
depattmentt be encouraged to consider, read and review all'supplementary

rriottiar:incluaions'that might be offensive politicelV,:socidliy or-otherwise,

01.



BOOK SELECTION AND MATERIALS REEVALUATION 0i0ICY

',.individuals, organizationor groups who challenge or criticize in tructional
materialp shall he asked.to complete Awfolin CitizeWskAlleEat for Reevaluation
Of Material.ceMgarable to that suggested by the National of. Teachers of

English,. ' ,

,
'Aftetcbmpletifig thcAolie mentioned fprm, a school committee composed of the,
teachei 41.the.subject area, the principal) the supervisor and, the librarian

shall review with the complainant the writterC'driticisMs:and,attempt to reach
a decisiondoncerging_the complaint'.

Ifa%ecision is not reached which issatisfactory to the complainant,.the-
prindipal -shall .request:.the Associate Superintendent for Instruction to delegate.

,a central coMmitteeto'review and Makea final decision concerning:the.diaposit-,
ion of the complaint. .Thip decision will be reported baek to the piocipal'hy
tide Associate superintendent for Instruction.. This centraleOmmittee shall be
composed of an administrator; a supervisor inthe subject area under question, a
classroom teacher in,the subject area, the Coordinator of Library Services and
a mature* parent, preferably from the school district froM which the complaiOt;
orginates,'..:-NO member:Of theCenttal committee shalillave been a member of :phe

Local school gtimmittee7wtth the exception of the supervisor.

The materials involved phaWhave:heen 'withdrawn froM:genetal circulation and

Use pending a decision lo writingby the central committee.

HoweVer, in the went the complainant does not concur with the decision, WMAY
request that this child be excuS*11TDmny contact. with the objectionable subject
'matter., Such .requests will be honored.

*The word mature in this context Appes:to all membe s of the.committee and
mons highly developed or ,advanced-in intellect; Mor 1 onalitiea and outlook,

The materials center in each school should have on fil "Citizen's Request for

Reconsideration of a Book" from The Students' Righ to Read. Reprinted by

permission'of the National Council of leachers of nglish, October 16, 1963.



',Type

of

.CITIZEW,S-REQUEr FOR REEVALUATION OF MATERIAL

Book ilmstrip "Lecture

Material Fitm Re ord Other

Author (if known)

Title!

:Publi a r (if known)

Re eat initiated by

Telephone Address

Complainantrepresen s:

himself

organizationo%(Nsme)

other group (Nate)

1 To what in the material do you'objecet (Plea e be specifid)
0

Q"a

2. Whit do you feel might be the result ofexp ure.to:theesiterialt

3.For'what age group wouldiou recommend iho material?

4. Is there anything good about this material?,

5., Did, you inspect a 1 of this ma rial carefully? What partS?

6. Are you,aware'of he judgment of th a material by critics?

7. What do you belie e. is the theme or main idea in this vaterial4
/ . 4

Which'of the following. would you like the school to do with this material(

refrain fromtl assigning it to yourcild

withdraw it from all students

refer-it to the committee for reevaluation

In its place, whet material, if any, would you recommend that would
as valuable a picture and perspective of our civilization?

cOnvey,



BOok SELECTION AND MATERIALS REEVALUATION POLIC/

Individuals, organizations, or groups who* challenge or criticize i eructi'onal

materials shall be asked to complete theiform Citizen's Request for eevaluation

of Material comparable to that suggested by the National Council of. leachers of

English.

After completing the.above mentioned' form, aschool committee composed of the

teacher in the subject area, the principal, the supervisor and. the librarian

shall review with the!'complainant.the' written criticisms and attempt to reach

a decision concerning the complaint.

If asdecision is not reached which is satisfactory to the complainant, the

prinCipal shall request the Associate Superintendent for Instruction to delegate

central committee to review and make a final decision concerning the disposit-,

ion of the complaint. This decision will be reported back to the principal by -

the Associate Superintendent for Instruction. This central committee shall be

composed of an adminis-trator, a supervisor in the subject area under question, a

'ova classroom teacher in the subject area, the Coordinator of Library Services and

a mature* parent, preferably from the, school district froth which the complaint

orginates. No member of the central committee shall have beena member of the

local school committee with the exception of the supervisor.

The materials involved shall'haVe been w hdrawn from general circulation and

use pending a decision MI writing by the centjtacommittee.

kOweiier, in the event the complainant does not codcur wittiqhesepti4

request that this child be eAused from any contact with the objectionab

matter, Such requests will be honored.

on,' he may

CrS1.1

*The word mature in this context applies to all members of the committee and

-11*.ans highly developed or advanced in intellect, morel qualities and outlook.

The materials center in each school should have on ile "Citizen's Request for

I Reconsideration of a Book".from The Students' Ri h to Read. Reprinted by

permission of the National Council of Teachers of nglish, October 16, 1963.

1j4
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CITIZEN'S REQUEST FOR REEVALUATION OF MATERIAL

'Type Book Filmstrip . : Lecture

of

Material. Film Record 'Other
1 ,!1

Author (if known)

Title

Publi er (if known)

R est initiated by

Complainant represents:

Address '

1.

-2.

himself

- '

organizations (Name)

other group (Name)

To what in the material do you object? (Please be specific)

'Whit do you-feel-might be'the result of exposure to the material?

3. For:what age group would you recommend this material?

4. Is there anything good abOut this material?* 4 r

5. Did you inspect all of this material .carefully? What parts?

,

.

6. Are youawarejof the judgment of this material by critics?

7.

.

What do you believe is :the theme-or main idea in this material?
s

8. Which of theloilowing would you.iike the school to do with this materialt

from assigning it to your'child_refrain
Withdraw it from all students

refet it to the committee for reevaluation
^ t

9. /n-its place, what material, if any, would you recommend that wou/d.convey

as valuable'a picture and perspective Of our civilization?

1

Signature-of Complainant
t

i-
t!


